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CSCME: PROSPECTS FOR COLLECTIVE
SECURITY IN THE MIDDLE EAST

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1993

Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe
Washington, DC.

The commission met, pursuant to notice, in room 106, Dirksen
Senate Office Building, First and C Streets, NE, Washington, DC,
at 2 p.m., Hon. Dennis DeConcini, Chairman and Steny H. Hoyer,
Co-Chairman, presiding.

Present: Hon. Dennis DeConcini, Chairman, Hon. Steny H.
Hoyer, Co-Chairman, Hon. Benjamin L. Cardin, Hon. Charles E.
Grassley, and Hon. Herb Klein.
Chairman DeConcini. The Helsinki Commission will come to

order. I'd like to welcome our distinguished panelists who are as-
sembled here today to examine the prospects for peace in the Mid-
dle East and the applicability of the CSCE-like model in the region.
The recent agreement between Israel and the PLO is a breath-

taking development. Yet, it is imperative that these governments
and all others interested in promoting peace act on many levels to
maintain the momentum of this historic moment.

I firmly believe that the Helsinki, or CSCE process as it's known,
could provide all sides with a model to begin building the types of
relationships upon which real peace would rest.

Co-Chairman Hoyer and I first raised the potential benefit of a
CSCE-type model for the Middle East in 1990 and again at the con-
clusion of the Gulf War in March 1991 when we testified before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

I also raised the subject at the subsequent visit to a number of
coimtries in the region. Although I found many leaders receptive
to such possibilities, the time for such forward-looking approach
seemed premature to many.
Now that a real breakthrough in the Arab-Israel dispute has

been achieved, I believe the time has come for the peace process
to find greater cohesion and direction in the CSCE-tvpe context.
We must not lose sight of the fact that peace in the Middle East,

like peace anywhere in the world, is an evolutionary process which
will go through many stages.
The CSCE offers a flexible approach to member states. It offers

a process through which confidence-building measures can be de-
veloped in the area of human rights as well as security.
These issues will in my view be the key to the success of any real

stability in the region. I cannot stress enough how critical the
human dimension aspects of the Helsinki process was in broaching
the division in Europe during the Cold War.

(1)



In the early years, many criticized the seemingly empty promises
of the Helsinki process and agreement, but slowly, over time, those
promises began to be fulfilled.

Slowly, over time, citizens began holding their governments ac-

countable for making those promises come true. Through the CSCE
process, they demonstrated that security is merely a lost thread
unless it is firmly woven into a fabric of respect for human rights.

I harbor no illusions about this serious obstacle standing in the
path of achieving lasting stability and peace. However, I truly be-

lieve that a CSCE-like model of^rs a process with the best hopes
of obtaining these long-term goals.

And I'll submit the oalance of my statement because of the time
of our witnesses and votes that are coming up, both in the House
and the Senate. And I yield to the Co-Chairman, Senator Hoyer,
who has been a leader in this process for more years than I can
remember and came up with the idea of the CSCE being adopted
by countries that are not signators to the Helsinki Accords.
Congressman Hoyer?
Co-Chairman HOYER. I thank the Chairman. I would ask that

my statement be included
Chairman DeConcini. Without objection.

Co-Chairman HoYER. —in the record at this time, and I will not

make a long protracted opening statement because I want to hear
from our very distinguished witnesses.

Suffice it to say that I think all of us believe that the Helsinki

process created in 1975 had an impact far beyond what perhaps
any of the signers conceived.

Certainly that is true of the Soviet signers. Mr. Brezhnev clearly

did not perceive the power of the discussion of the principles in rel-

atively unstructured and flexible fora that were created by the

process.

It has been my strong belief that there is an analogy to be made
between the very substantial differences that have existed in the

Middle East over centuries in many respects and certainly over the

last several years and the differences, which were 180-degree in

1975, between the Soviet Bloc and the West Bloc. Notwithstanding
that, the process established a fora, a regional fora, in which there

was discussion of the principles, which are almost universally ac-

cepted now.
They may not be universally followed, but they have before uni-

versally accepted in international rhetoric. The discussion of those

principles month to month, year to year, at the Helsinki review

conferences, at experts' meetings, and other CSCE fora have had
a very substantial impact.

I believe that can be equally true in a CSCME, a Conference on
Security and Cooperation in the Middle East. And I am looking for-

ward to hearing the views of some very, very distinguished, experi-

enced, far more than, frankly, anybody on this Commission is, with

respect to the applicability of such a model, not exactly, but in

some respects, in the Middle East.

I would conclude, Mr. Chairman, by simply saying I think that

Russia and the United States, which were important players, not

the principal players, but important players, in getting to the his-

toric day that occurred just weeks ago at the White House, when



we saw the Israeli Prime Minister and the leader of the PLO agree
to try to move this process forward, in that context, I think that
the United States and Russia could participate in a CSCME as the
United States and Canada have participated in the CSCE.

I'm looking forward to the testimony of our distinguished wit-

nesses, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DeConcini. Thank you. Chairman Hoyer.
Senator Grassley?
Mr. Grassley. This meeting could be a meeting that blazes a

trail in the process, major step towards peace in the Middle East.

And I hope that it does. So, consequently, I thank the Chairman
for holding the hearing.
One month ago yesterday the agreement was signed beginning a

process. And then yesterday the process started to work out the de-

tails and the implementation of those principles in that agreement.
But the intention of the Israelis and the Palestinians to make

peace with one another won't be realized without the cooperation
of the Arab states in the region.

One nation, Egypt, has blazed the trail by maintaining peace
with Israel for the last 14 years, but the other states must do the
same.
The Helsinki format presents an interesting model to try to ac-

complish this. After all, there were great differences between the
East and the West. But the Conference on Security and Coopera-
tion in Europe gave all European nations a forum for the discus-

sion of arms control, human rights, and economic cooperation.
The Middle East Peace Accords and the process have proceeded

on two tracks since the Madrid conference 2 years ago. First, there
have been the bilateral negotiations between Israel and her neigh-
bors. Those direct talks jdeTded the Israeli-PLO breakthrough.

Second, there have been multilateral negotiations on a variety of

topics, from refugee issues to the environment to economic develop-
ment and arms control.

In a sense there is an Helsinki-like formula that is already oper-

ational. There are some hurdles to get over, such as recognition
and acceptance of Israel and the establishment of diplomatic rela-

tions.

That gap did not exist in Europe, for although there were core
differences in governments, communism prevailed in Eastern Eu-
rope and democracy in the West. And so all nations at least accept-

ed each other.

I look forward to hearing from our witnesses on this very impor-
tant issue, and I have particular interest in the impact the Arab
boycott continues to have and might have on prospects for peace.
I look forward to discussing this with the participants.

Chairman DeConcini. Congressman Klein?
Mr. Klein. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I did not come

here to be a participant, but, rather, to be an observer and a lis-

tener to this very distinguished panel of witnesses.
And I have a great interest in the cause of peace in the Middle

East and look forward with great anticipation to the very learned
insights of the distinguished panel.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DeConcini. Thank you. Congressman.



Our distinguished panel today includes Dr. Eban, or Ambassador
Eban, who is a Shapiro Professor for International Affairs at

George Washington University Elliott School of International Af-

fairs.

From 1948 to 1959 he served as Israeli's first U.N. Ambassador.
As a member of the Israeli Knesset, he chaired the Knesset Com-
mittee on Defense and Foreign Affairs from 1984 to 1988.

A world renowned academic, Dr. Eban has been published widely

and has received honorary degrees from 17 universities throughout
the United States, Europe, and the Middle East.

We also are very pleased to have Ambassador Ahmed Maher El

Sayed, who is the Egyptian ambassador to the United States, a
post he's occupied this past year. He has served in the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs since 1957. He participated in Camp David peace
negotiations.

He's held the posts of Director of Policy Planning and Director

of Legal Affairs and International Treaties Department. Previously

Ambassador El Sayed served as Egypt's Ambassador to Portugal,

Belgium, the U.S.S.R., and Russia.
We're also very pleased to have Dr. William Zartman, who is a

Blaustein Professor of International Organizations and Conflict

Resolution and Director of African Studies at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity School of Advanced International Studies.

He's published extensively, lectured worldwide on international

mediation, negotiation theories, and conflict resolutions in the Mid-

dle East. Dr. Zartman has examined the applicability of CSCE-like
models in other regions. A member of the Council on Foreign Af-

fairs, he is also a consultant to the U.S. Department of State.

We'll start with Ambassador Eban. Ambassador?

TESTIMONY OF HON. ABBA EBAN, FORMER FOREIGN AFFAIRS
MINISTER OF ISRAEL

Dr. Eban. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm very grateful to you,

Mr. Chairman, and to you, the members of this Commission, for

the warmth of your welcome and for your courteous invitation.

As a member of parliament in a democratic country for 29 con-

secutive years, as a cabinet member for 15 of those years, and as

Chairman of the Knesset Committee on Foreign Affairs and De-

fense, I learned something about the parliamentary life. That
unique alternation between rivalry and solidarity illustrates the

paradox of the democratic idea.

The central theme of my own political action was always the re-

lationship between Israel and the United States. Nevertheless, as

Minister for Foreign Affairs in the early 1970's, I arrived at the

conclusion that the European Community should be a source of

deep preoccupation for us.

I know that Americans like coming to a point very quickly. So
I shall content myself with a few headlines about the ideas that

unite the Middle East with Europe before submitting myself to

your questioning, which is, I believe, our main task this afternoon.

I agree with the distinguished Senators and Representatives who
have already spoken about the moment of truth with the Final Act

at Helsinki on August the 1st, 1975 and with the three baskets, so



strangely named, which express the style and purpose of modem
Europe.

I was the first in my capacity as Foreign Minister to sign an
agreement at Strasbourg and have it ratified in Brussels estm)lish-
ing an association between Israel and the European economic com-
munity. That association has grown deeper ana wiser with the in-

tervening years.
Now, what is it that the Middle East as a whole and Israel, in

particular, can learn firom Europe? From Europe we can learn the
lesson of reconciliation. European historv, after all, is drenched
with more blood, pulsates with more recollections of hatred and an-
guish than our Middle East.
And, yet, we have witnessed a spectacular process of conciliation,

beginning with the Egyptian-Israeli treaty of 1979 signed here in
Washington and continued with the Israeli-Palestinian agreement
of 1993. Clearly these documents, these agreements, these accords
have sent the Middle East on an entirely new path.
The recollections of tragedy in Europe and the effects of that

tragedy on the Jewish people are very still prominent in our na-
tional consciousness. And, yet, Europe has shown an extraordinary
capacity for resilience, recuperative power.
The Nazi decade lasted only for 10 years. And, yet, with what ad-

mirable speed did Europe heal its wounds, rebuilt itself, revive its

economy, and renew its creative zest.

From Europe's example, we learn that the transition of the Mid-
dle East from conflict through realistic prudent accords cannot be
abrupt, but it does not have to be slow.

In the Middle East, as with Europe, the key to peace lies in insti-

tutionalized regional cooperation. Israel and its neighbors must not
be divided from each other in hermetic boundaries.
They must and they should develop such intensity of cooperation,

such mutual accessibility, such freedom of economic and human
interaction, and such reciprocity of interests as to put war beyond
any contingency.
Now, the European Community idea has achieved that result in

parts of Europe. I believe, therefore, that Israel, Jordan, and the
Palestinians, Israelis, Jordanians, Palestinians, should form a com-
munity of states independent in their individual jurisdictions and
cultures, but linked by community obligations across open boimd-
aries.

This sounded like a Utopian dream a few years a^o. Yes, but so
did the crumbling of the Berlin Wall. So did the nse of 15 inde-
pendent republics out of the Soviet Union. So did the liberation of
the Baltic states.

And so did the decision of the industrialized nations in the Wash-
ington meeting last month to make large new resources, up to $2
billion, available in order to assist the self-governing authority in
Gaza and in Jericho.
The action of an American administration in bringing Israelis

and Arabs to the negotiating table 3 years ago was a shining
achievement. And today the United States alone has the influence
necessary to bring Syria into habits of conduct and neighborliness,
which are indispensable for the success of what has already begun
to grow.



Mr. Chairman, your Commission's memorandum "Beyond the
Process" utters a lament on the failure of the CSCE to maximize
its procedures. It seems to friendly observers that what is impor-
tant is not the bureaucracies that you create, but the problems that
you help to solve.

With gprievous events in the former Yugoslav area and in Georgia
and in some of the republics of the former Soviet Union, your Com-
mission, comprising nearly 50 European states plus the United
States and Canada, has no lack of challenging agendas.

I would like to state here that if this Commission wished to es-

tablish a replica of itself in accordance with the Helsinki pattern,

I believe that Israel would welcome participation and would regard
it as a positive development.

All of your member states are either in official reactions with Is-

rael or are about to become so. I couldn't have uttered that sen-

tence even a few years ago.

The peace process has already produced immense dividends for

our country. Never was Israel more secure against external dan-
gers, less physically vulnerable, more free for regional initiatives

than it is today.
It is not a question of exchanging tangible assets of territory for

intangible peace accords. Peace accords sustained by indispensable
military strength and carefully monitored arrangements on the
ground have proved to be a more tangible guarantee of security

than coercive jurisdictions can ever produce.
This insight, which became an article of official Israeli policy by

the electoral decisions of our country June 1992, has contributed to

the swift growth of our international friendships, now reaching into

the giants of the third world, India and China, towards the once
hostile Arab and Muslim worlds.

Let me say a word about our relations with the Arab and Muslim
world. Though this would be part of any contingency such as the

establishment of a Helsinki Commission, it is not true that our cul-

tures are engaged in a life and death conflict between Israel and
Islam or between the Jewish Muslim and Arab peoples.

We have peace with Egypt. We are negotiating with the Palestin-

ians. We are conferring with Sjo^ia, with Syria, Jordan, and Leb-
anon. And we are welcome guests in Morocco. We are negotiating

in Tunisia.
In other words, a situation where you couldn't establish multilat-

eral organizations without excluding either Israel or the Arab
states, that situation is now over. And I believe, therefore, that the

ground is congenial for the kind of initiative, a part of which you
are deliberating.

Sustained by its physical strength and moral purpose, Israel now
has a democratic mandate for innovation and compromise. There is

the sense of a new tomorrow waiting to be born.

And, therefore, a link or an emulation between Israel and your
Commission of the 50 is, I think, both feasible and probably essen-

tial for the further development of our international network. This
would not be contradictory to the specified association that Israel

enjoys by contract with the European economic community.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DeConcini. Thank you very much.



Ambassador El Sayed, I want to first thank you personally for
being available earlier this year. You were very enthusiastic about
testifying before this Commission. We just couldn't quite schedule
a hearing earlier, although I appreciate your taking the time to be
with us today.

TESTIMONY OF AMBASSADOR AHMED MAHER EL SAYED,
AMBASSADOR TO THE UNITED STATES FROM EGYPT

Ambassador Maher El Sayed. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Commission, I

must first of all express my deep gratitude and my thanks not only
for allowing me to appear before you, but to appear as a member
of such a distinguished panel.
When I was still a young diplomat, Mr. Abba Eban was such an

eminent personality that it is indeed a great honor to participate
with him in this panel. Professor Zartman needs no more words to

say how distinguished he is and how appreciated his opinions and
his ideas are.

Mr. Chairman, in September 15 years ago, the Camp David Ac-
cords were signed here in Washington. And a month ago, as Sen-
ator Grassley just mentioned, the agreement between the PLO and
Israel was signed on the South Lawn of the White House.

I heard some people say that 15 years were lost, that this was
a very long time to go from a peace between Egypt and Israel to

a generalized peace in the area.
I don't think that this is true. I think those 15 years were nec-

essary to show that peace between Egypt and Israel works, that it

can sustain many difficulties, that it can overcome many obstacles,
and that it can come to fruition in the area.

I believe the signature by Prime Minister Rabin and Chairman
Arafat of the agreement between Israel and the PLO has heralded
a new world in which we now live and in which we hope to build
a new Middle East and a new order in this very tormented area
and region of the world.
As an example, I want to tell you that a few weeks ago, I at-

tended a conference at the State Department for donors who were
willing to support peace in the Middle East.
And I was really very surprised and very happily surprised to

hear the representatives of Israel speak about "our colleagues from
the PLO." At this particular moment I realized that we were enter-
ing the new world.
What had happened? I mentioned a minute ago the example of

Egypt. Peace between Egypt and Israel has been able to overcome
many difficult situations, many obstacles.

I remember that even in 1982 with the invasion of Lebanon,
there was nobody who thought that this would be the end of the
peace agreement between Egypt and Israel. We objected to Israel's

actions. We supported the Lebanese people.
We condemned the invasion, but never did we think that this

was the end of peace. This was one of the most difficult moments,
but nobody ever thought that this would be the end of a process
started in Camp David.
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It is true that we withdrew our ambassador then, but diplomatic
relations remained and were maintained, and normal contacts be-

tween the two countries remained. This is the first element.
The second element, of course, is the role of the United States

government. Under the previous administration and the present
administration, there is a continued effort. There was a continued
effort. There still is a continued effort to bring the parties together,

to have them sit around the table and negotiate, injecting from
time to time ideas, proposing solutions.

And this very important U.S. role, which led to Madrid and also

led to the Oslo meeting because it had created the environment
and the atmosphere necessary for the continuation of the negotia-

tions, was a very important element.
The third element is the courage of leaders on both sides. The

meeting between Prime Minister Rabin and Chairman Arafat was
not an easy one. They came to it with a lot of difficult luggage, with
a lot of historical souvenirs that were not always happy, but they
both had the courage and the leadership to come and to preside
over the signing of this agreement in Washington. This is another
manifestation of the importance of personalities in shaping history.

I think the most important element was that both parties had
learned that it was time to put an end to illusions. The truth and
realities have caught up with everybody.
On the Israeli side, the illusions that were shattered were: the

illusion that there is no such thing as a Palestinian people; that
the PLO did not exist as a political organization; that there was no
necessity for withdrawals from occupied territories; that what
should be achieved was peace for peace, meaning change on one
side and the status quo on the other side; and that it was possible

to achieve peace while putting under the rug very important prob-

lems, like the problems of refugees and the problem of Jerusalem.
A moment came when these illusions were shattered because of

the courage of many people and because the people of Israel de-

cided that as they wanted peace, there was a price for peace to be
paid.

The Arabs at the same time had to abandon many of their illu-

sions. One of these illusions was that there was no necessity to rec-

ognize Israel. Another illusion was the mirror image of the illusion

of peace for peace, that they could obtain withdrawal of the Israeli

forces and at the same time keep some sort of status quo ante
where they did not have to enter into normal relations with Israel.

So these illusions having been shattered, it was normal that the
two parties would come together on a new slate, determined to

reach an agreement, and to build together peace.
And the example I just cited about the way the Israeli and PLO

delegations dealt with each other at this conference proved that the

movement for peace, once started, is accelerated and that we have
gone a very long way.

Since the difficult negotiations in Washington, since the very in-

tense negotiations in Oslo, since the signature, we have come to

what we see today. In the papers, for instance, a picture of the for-

eign minister of Israel and the representative of the PLO smiling

and laughing and discussing, as a civilized people, as people who



want to reach agreements and who are determined to make this

agreement succeed.
What is needed to make this agreement succeed, I think, is not

only the good will of both parties, but also the ability to create an
environment that is conducive to the success.

Part of this environment is certainly to achieve progress in these
negotiations toward agreeing on the Gaza-Jericho status, on the
self-government in the occupied territories, and also on the vision

of the future because I think the ag^-eement has a very important
aspect, which is for the first time in such an agreement economic
cooperation, both bilateral and regional, has been given such a
prominent role.

Also to create this environment, I think there should be progress
on the other tracks of negotiations because I don't think that we
can achieve a stable situation in the Middle East, we cannot build
the new Middle East we have been dreaming of unless we pacify
all of the fronts of the confrontation between Israel and the Arab
countries.

As I said, illusions have been shattered, but we should not fall

into new illusions. We should not imagine that the problems that
are still there are easy.

The problems are enormous, but the difference is that they are
being tackled not from the prospect of confrontation, but from the
prospect of a desire to make them succeed.

For the first time, the Israelis and the Palestinians are not look-

ing at each other in anger, but are looking together towards build-
ing the new Middle East that we all want to build.

And Egypt, in particular, is gratified that it was the first to have
among the Arab countries this vision and it was the first to have
the courage to work for it and to pay the price, a very heavy price
indeed, to achieve this result.

What we need to do is to put flesh on the ideas of economic co-

operation contained in the agreements between the PLO and the
Palestinians. This is the first confidence-building measure that we
can think of.

As to the other confidence-building measures, the model of the
CSCE is a very important model. I would just stress the most im-
portant elements of this.

The first one is dialogue and, as Mr. Eban said, reconciliation.

The reconciliation in Europe took a very long time to mature, but
it was obtained. And this is exactly what we want to achieve in the
Middle East.
The second element is the involvement of the people. This is

something that a Commission like yours—and all of us have a re-

sponsibility to create, which is contact between the peoples.

I must interject what was said about the peace between Egypt
and Israel. For a long time, it was called cold peace because it was,
in fact, an official peace.
The people were not willing to participate in building this peace.

The reason was from our side that we felt that it would not be pos-
sible to establish people to people relationships while the problem
of Palestine and the problem between Israel and the other coun-
tries remained. Now I think we have a chance to create these con-
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tacts and these currents of communication and of interaction be-

tween the people.

The third thing, of course, is regional cooperation. This is envis-

aged not only in the agreement between Israel and the PLO, but
also in the fact that there are multilateral commissions negotiating

various aspects of the future relationship between countries of the
Middle East.

Of course, in the case of the Middle East, it is very difficult to

start by thinking of confidence-building measures. I think we
should incrementally through the negotiations, through the success
of the negotiations, open the way for further measures concerning,

for instance, weapons of mass destruction concerning other ecologi-

cal problems, other very important problems that should be tack-

led, but should be tackled incrementally.

I don't think it would serve any purpose to jump immediately to

some of these confidence-building measures, but we should build

them incrementally and step by step provided that there is the de-

termination to go to the end of this road. And I think there is this

determination now.
Senator Grassley mentioned the differences between the two

processes in Europe and the Middle East. I think this is a reality

that should be taken into account. But what we should all keep our
minds on is that this is a new world.

We should look at the problems fi'om the perspective of peace,

from the perspective of cooperation. And if we do that, many of the

problems that appear intractable would then be much easier to

solve like the problems of security.

I think the problem of security, if you look at it from the perspec-

tive of the next war, then you can think in terms of keeping terri-

tories, of keeping armed forces, of refusing to disarm certain areas.

But if you look at security from the point of view of the necessary
cooperation and of the determination to cooperate and to live to-

gether, then many of these problems of security can be easily

solved.

I do not want to go on giving my ideas because I'm sure that I

will have further opportunity in answer to your questions, which
I'm sure will cover a much broader spectrum than what I have
tackled here.

I just want to say that this is a time of hope and challenge. The
challenges are enormous, but the hope is even greater. We are

looking to the future with a determination to making it a better fu-

ture for all the peoples of the world, for our sons and grandsons.
As the process that took place in Europe is now given as an ex-

ample, we are determined to have the Middle East process become
an even more important example for the future generations.

Thank you, sir.

Chairman DeConcini. Ambassador, thank you very much for

that testimony.
Dr. Zartman?
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TESTIMONY OF DR. WILLIAM ZARTMAN, BLAUSTEIN PROFES-
SOR OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONFLICT
RESOLUTION AND DIRECTOR OF AFRICAN STUDIES AT
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF ADVANCED
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Dr. Zartman. Mr. Chairman, Senators, Representatives, it is a
real honor for me to be here and particularly an honor for me to

be here with my very distinguished colleagues.

There's no douht and little disagreement that CSCE has been of

major importance in preparing and smoothing the transition from
the Cold War confrontation in the area between the United States

and the former Soviet Union to cooperation in that same region

and to the establishment of a security community.
Nearly 2 decades of experience of the CSCE show the importance

of establishing goals and standards for cooperation, providing the

conditions of transparency in regard to security, and to the estab-

lishment of missions and diplomatic encounters that have given

rise to further agreements among countries within the region.

In addition, CSCE has been useful as a model for other regions

of the world. This Commission has already looked at the CSSDCA
experience in Africa. Other private initiatives within Southern Afri-

ca have given rise to a regional proposal for a conference on co-

operation and security in Southern Africa, CCSSA, an idea which,

like CSSDCA, has not been adopted, but which, nonetheless, re-

mains on the unofficial table as a subject of discussion.

It should be noted that CCSSA in Southern Africa applies to the

one region which until recently was the sole to replicate the experi-

ence of Europe; that is, a place where a confrontation along a battle

line began to dissolve in favor of new possibilities of cooperation

among former enemies.
Since August the experience of CSCE finds itself applicable to

the Middle East. Now that a tangible step has been made in the

peace process in regard to the Palestinians similar to the dis-

engagement agreements which Israel signed with Egypt and Syria

nearly 20 years ago, but even more significant in its implications,

the situation is now appropriate for the establishment of a con-

ference on security and cooperation in the Middle East modeled on

the European experience.
It should be remembered that CSCE was set up before the end

of the Cold War in order to prepare for evolving new relations and
to provide for trust in security and mutual respect as the basis for

cooperation.
As long as Arab states refused to negotiated with Israel and Is-

rael refused to negotiate with the FLO, the conditions required for

the establishment of a CSCE in the Middle East did not obtain.

But since the Madrid process created communication between ad-

versaries in the Middle East, the possibility was opened up for a
framework for broader cooperation in the region surrounding the

progress which is promised by the Oslo agreements on subjects of

immediate concern to the mutual security of the states of the entire

region.

Progress in creating mutual security along the recognized Israeli

borders requires a larger context, a series of baskets in which to

nest these specific peace agreements between Israel and its neigh-
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bors in order to create the same conditions of trust, security, and
mutual respect, which the CSCE has contributed to Europe.
We should perhaps remind ourselves that there is already a sec-

tion in CSCE that refers to the Middle East and, therefore, gives
an entry for that kind of a spirit into the region.

Nonetheless, there are a number of aspects in the establishment
of a CSCME which differ significantly from the European experi-

ence or from the African proposals. One has to do with the need
to bring in all of the players in the region, a phrase that appeared
significantly in Representative Hoyer's remarks in 1991 as one of
the conditions.

Unlike Europe, the Middle East is plagued with a number of
rogue players who will be difficult to bring into a CSCME process
and who, even if brought in, are not likely to be trustworthy par-

ticipants.

These include Iraq under the present government, possibly

Libya, and even from time to time Syria, former members of the
Steadfastness Front. They may also include Sudan under its

present government.
Clearly, it is important to make sure that Syria is brought into

any CSCME, whose effectiveness would be vitiated without it.

Other rogue players, however, are marginal enough so that their

absence should not inhibit the creation of a security and coopera-
tion conference. Indeed, one of the advantages of the conference
would be to note their behavior and develop regional and global

pressure for them to join in a peaceful concert of states.

On the other hand, the model CSCE also suggests that a Middle
East conference should also include non-regional powers, notably
the United States and possibly other interested countries from the

north, such as Britain, France, Grermany, and Russia.

Here the experience of the Middle East differs significantly from
that of Europe. In Europe the United States was part of the secu-

rity and cooperation considerations of the region. And although it

is separated from Europe by the Atlantic, it was an integral partici-

pant in the basic security concerns and one of the poles of the secu-

rity tensions.

In the Middle East, the United States and other northern powers
have a decidedly external role. And the basic interpretation of his-

tory in much of the Middle East sees that role as one of meddling
interference and imperialist conspiracy.

This is not to suggest that the United States should stay out of

a CSCME. It is, rather, to suggest that the United States should
play its role as unobtrusively as possible.

Its presence will often be necessary to facilitate as well as to

guarantee elements of cooperation among the states, but it should

be careful never to become a crutch.

The United States role in the Camp David agreements was, for

all its imaginative diplomacy, that of a crutch. Aiid the peace proc-

ess between Israel and Egypt was never able to walk on its own,
but remained dependent on American administrations.

One of the advantages of the current evolution of the Madrid
process, however shocking that may be in the United States, was
that the Oslo agreement was made by the participants themselves
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with only a minimal role of the mediator as a communicator, not
as a formulator or as a manipulator.
For CSCME to work effectively, its initiatives will have to be

taken and performed by the parties of the region, not by manipula-
tive mediation methods from outside powers.
At the same time, the American role can only be undertaken if

there is a deep commitment on the part of officials to continue to

perform along the lines of the engagements that the United States
will have made.
There may be little doubt that the United States will continue

its engagements in Europe. Despite the importance of the Middle
East to American commitments and American security, it is less

assured that the United States will always have the same commit-
ment to maintaining its role in regard to the Middle East.

If countries of the Middle East were able to develop their own
peace process, that evolution would be far preferable to one that
depended on external forces, but if the United States is to be an
active, even if discrete, member of the peace and security process
in the Middle East, it should recognize that it is in for the dura-
tion.

The current criticisms that come from members of the American
legislature about the durability of American commitment to United
Nations operation in Somalia after the first few casualties are suf-

fered is not a promising omen for the durability of the American
commitment to security concerns in other parts of the world.

If we are to continue to be the leading world citizen with global

responsibilities and with a sense of security that depends on stable

conditions in cooperation and significant other parts of the world.
Congress needs to be in the forefront of an education process to the
American public about the commitments that we have made.

Public opinion needs to be led in an assurance that the United
States will maintain its role and not be frightened home by outlaws
who would challenge world efforts at restoring and maintaining
stability and security.

We can only encourage the creation and participation of a con-

ference in security and cooperation in the Middle East if we are
willing to live up to our pledges of msiintaining those values in the
region.

Thank you.

Chairman DeConcini. Thank you. Doctor, very much.
We have some time constraints. The Senate is having a vote

right now, and I'm going to have to leave. Congressman Hoyer has
a meeting at 3:00 o'clock with the Speaker, and Mr. Cardin says

he can stay for a while, subject to votes.

I'm just going to ask one question here. Mr. Eban, Ambassador,
do you think the process of establishing a process like CSCE which
has a substantial human rights component is realistic? Would it be
embraced by the countries in the Middle East, where democracies
and fundamental freedoms in many of those countries have not
taken hold yet?

Dr. Eban. Mr. Chairman, as you have hinted, of course, there is

no consensus. There is no unity amongst the peoples of the Middle
East about the applicability of human rights. They differ pro-

74-255 O - Q4 - 7
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foundly in their social structures and in the present stage of their

evolution.
Nevertheless, it does seem to me that if the project for CSC Mid-

dle East goes forward, there would not be very much choice. And
I believe all of the existing members, all of the 50, would have to

be capable of being admitted.
And in the Middle East also, I think it would not be feasible to

exclude anybody. We in Israel are sensitive to this point of exclu-

sion.

You might ask: Why has the United Nations not been able to es-

tablish an economic commission for the Middle East? The answer
is that until the breakthrough first with Egypt and now with the
Palestinians, Arab states would not participate. And, therefore, this

important dimension of United Nations work was not operative.

I believe the only choice would be absolute openness for all of the
50 members and openness for all Middle Eastern states. As regards
the 50 members
Chairman DeConcini. In other words, Ambassador, if thev

would join, you would assume that they were going to comply with
whatever the human rights provision was?

Dr. Eban. Well, one would hope that that would be the case, but
I do tell you that the/re all members of the United Nations.

They're all signatories of the convention on human rights and fun-

damental freedoms signed in 1948. And, as I've said, there are very
many, to put it delicately, differences of interpretation.

I do not believe that at this present stage, you could have any
multilateral international organizations based on anything except
fully open doors. You are then faced with the 50, the problem of

what I would say overpopulation of committees.
I, therefore, would imagine that the 50 would do very well if they

were to make small committees with those who are more inti-

mately associated with the Middle East than with others.

Chairman DeConcini. Thank you.
Ambassador El Sayed, I'm sorry I have to leave to go vote.

Maybe you can comment on that after Co-Chairman Hoyer asks his

questions because he also has to leave. I would like to have it for

the record. I apologize, gentlemen. Do you have time to?

Ambassador M/jier El Saved. Yes. Without expressing any of

value, I would like to point out to the impact that the Conference
on Security and Cooperation in Europe had on the human rights

problem in the Soviet Union and the former East European coun-
tries.

I think it had a very important positive aspect. When these coun-

tries joined the conference, they were accused of blatant violation

of human rights, and we saw how through the process of this con-

ference a lot of progress has been achieved. So I just want to put
it as a general observation.

I think there are violations of human rights in many of the coun-

tries of the Middle East, not excluding anyone, but I think that

participating in such a process would certainly be very helpful to-

wards enlarging the respect of human rights in all of the countries

of the area.

Chairman DeConcini. Chairman Hoyer?
Co-Chairman Hoyer. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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I was impressed with the testimony of all of you. Doctor, I read
your testimony while I was sitting here, somewhat to the detriment
of the Ambassador's testimony, but then I caught up with his testi-
mony.
As I understand the premise of all of you, a CSCME, perhaps not

directly tracking a CSCE model, but, nevertheless, patterned after
that, is an idea that all of you think is viable and useful. Am I cor-
rect on that presumption?

Also, let me ask you a question to follow up on the human rights
question that Senator DeConcini asked. In the Soviet Bloc in 1975,
the rhetoric was similar. The constitutions even of the Warsaw
Pact nations spoke of many of the things that democratic constitu-
tions speak of
What Brezhnev and the Soviet Union did not perceive was that

there would be such an impetus through discussion in international
fora to make them reality. The Helsinki monitors had a real im-
pact, Sakharov, Orlov, and all the Warsaw Pact nations.
My question is, is there an analogy to be made or is the gulf far

greater, as I think you would imply, in terms of the cultural, politi-
cal premises, not the practices, but the premises, much, much
greater than it was between the Soviet Union and the West? Mr.
Ambassador?

Dr. Eban. I would think, Mr. Chairman, that the gulf in rhetori-
cal terms between the Soviet Union and the Western world was not
simply in vocabulary, that there were different conceptions of what
the citizens should or should not be able to do within an ordered
society.

But I certainly agree with my Egyptian neighbor that the effect
on those who violate human rights according to our conceptions,
that there was an educative effect of the necessity for them to hear
about other systems and to try to adapt themselves to other sys-
tems.
And I do notice, as you have implied, sir, that even the Soviet

Union when it was practicing a fairly repressive regime always
used the vocabulary of the West.

I myself remember sitting at many meetings with the late Presi-
dent Gromyko when he was Foreign Minister. On one occasion
when we were discussing religion, he suddenly said "Thank God I

am an atheist."

[Laughter.]
Co-Chairman HOYER. Can I just follow up? I understand what

you said. Really, you repeated, Mr. Ambassador, what I had said
in terms of the rhetoric being the same. The problem, once the
rhetoric is the same, then you discuss the interpretation.
What we found was that Sakharov and others in the Soviet

Union took Western rhetoric which had been adopted by the Soviet
Union and said, "This is what it means." And it really had over
time a very great impact.
My perception is there has been a growing international, almost

universal acceptance of the rhetoric.
Dr. Eban. True.
Co-Chairman Hoyer. The Helsinki process then tested perform-

ance against rhetoric, and took on individual cases, which Ambas-
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sador Groldberg was, I think, most responsible for bringing about in

the Helsinki process.
What I'm asking for is: For instance, in Syria, Iraq, Iran, or other

possible Arab signatories to a CSCME, is it your perception that
there is similar rfietorical similarity so that in a CSCME one could
test performance against that rhetoric? Is there sufficient similar-

ity?

Dr. Eban. On the positive side, sir, I would say that there's more
chance of cooperation on matters of security and on matters of eco-

nomic development than perhaps on matters of human rights be-

cause there are some who are almost theologically forbidden to

think in the same terms about the rights of women, for example.
There are some countries where certain indulgences are very se-

verely punished and others where they are not. I would, therefore,

not think that human rights would be the chief source of harmony.
Nevertheless, I believe that hearing critical references from one

colleagues and neighbors—and here I return to what the Egyptian
Ambassador has said—^would have an educative effect, but it is not
possible to impose upon cultures, especially upon religious cultures,

the ideas that are common to all.

I, therefore, believe that the emphasis ought to be on security

matters and economic cooperation, I would say what I would call

the secular matters, which are under consensus.
Co-Chairman HoYER. Mr. Ambassador?
Ambassador Maker El Saved. Well, I did say, sir, before that

I believe there is certainly a gulf between some of the rhetoric Euid

some of the practice.

It is not confined to one country or the other, not certainly only

to the countries that Ambassador Eban mentioned. There are viola-

tions of human rights to a degree or another that are attributed to

many of the countries in the Middle East, even to Israel.

Co-Chairman Hoyer. Mr. Ambassador, if I could interrupt?

Ambassador Maker El Saved. Yes.

Co-Chairman HoVER. I agree with you.

Ambassador Maker El Saved. Yes.
Co-Chairman Hover. And, of course, in 1975 there was a great

gulf between what the Soviet Union said it believed in and what
it did. That is, I think, a given. The question really is: Is there suf-

ficient agreement on principles to even have a forum to discuss

those principles?

Ambassador Eban I think probably makes a pretty cogent com-
ment as it relates to security and economic cooperation, that they^

are probably more viable in this context, but while I'm not a Mid-
dle East expert nor an Arab expert by any stretch of the imagina-
tion and so Fm really trying to learn—my question really is wheth-
er there is a sufficient agreement on principles to begin talking. I'd

be interested in your perspective on that part of it.

Ambassador Maker El Saved. Exactly. I would just simply say

that I don't know of any country that would in principle refuse or

be able to refuse to participate in a forum that would deal with

human rights.

And just by participating, even if the rhetoric is different from
the practice. There is an educational process, there is pressure of

public opinion, of expressed public opinion, on the human rights.
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So I think there will have to be through this process an evolution
towards more respect of human rights. So I think this will be a
very positive development, sir.

Co-Chairman HoYER. Dr. Zartman, would you like to comment
on that?

Dr. Zartman. Yes. I think two parts to an answer. First of all,
if there is a difference, I think it's a matter between the Soviet sit-
uation and the situation in the Middle East in the difference in
rhetorical principles, which is what you're after. It's a matter of de-
gree, rather than a matter of absolutes.

Certainly as countries in a world community required to justify
themselves both before their own people and in the United Nations,
there's much of this rhetoric that's adopted by all of the govern-
ments of the Middle East.
And if, as Ambassador Minister Eban has said, some people are

theologically prevented from subscribing to certain principles, they
are in almost no case the government. There are currents of opin-
ion, and there are also currents of opinion who would subscribe
very actively and who are putting pressures on their own govern-
ments, Sakharovs, if you will, in the Middle East, who very much
adopt the same kind of language.
The Koran certainly can provide quotations that support the

same kind of values that we're talking about, and I think we're put
in a very defensive position, wrongly, by labeling these things
Western values. These are imiversal values, but, as we know from
Vienna this past year, that's an important debate.
The other part is, to simply pick up and add to the point that

Ambassador Eban has mentioned, other sections may be of more
importance to countries in the region, security, economic, but, after
all, Helsinki was based on a trade-off.
The Soviet Union wanted recognition for its borders and, there-

fore, was able to sign the rhetorical principles. And we played on
that trade-off back and forth.

A CSCME would be based on a trade-off as well. And if trade in-
terests people, one can tie trade to human rights. There are other
things, other baskets, in Helsinki or in CSCME.
Co-Chairman Hoyer. Thank you.
Mr. Cardin?
Mr. Carddsi. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Co-Chairman Hoyer. By the way, I would mention that you just

heard the bells again, and we have a vote. All three of us would,
therefore, have to leave.
Rather than have you sit there, I would think we'd probably

ought to try to complete before we leave.
Mr. Cardin. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I want to thank all three of our panelists for being

here today and helping us in these deliberations and also for bring-
ing us to this moment in the Middle East, where we have the real
opportimity for peace.

Dr. Eban has been an outspoken advocate of a process that
would lead to lasting peace in the Middle East for a long time. We
appreciate the role that you have played. Mr. Ambassador, by tak-
ing the courage to move towards peace in the Middle East your
country has obviously brought us to where we are today. Dr.
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Zartman, your work on developing mechanisms for communication
in peace have all led, I think, to the successful completion of the
agreement between the Palestinians and the Israelis.

I was very interested in the comments raised about how a CSCE-
type process would work in the Middle East. Dr. Zartman, you
made a very interesting observation about the difference between
the Camp David accords and the role that the United States played
in the most recent agreements.

I have some concerns. I support a process similar to that of the
CSCE. However, if its membership is limited only to the countries

of the Middle East, there is a real danger that there would be sig-

nificant isolation of Israel by the overwhelming number of Arab
states. This could be a real problem or not without some degree of

input from other countries.

You raise the importance of having some input by the United
States and perhaps some of the European countries, without them
being intrusive into the process.

So I gfuess I would appreciate if each of you could comment on
how we achieve this balance. How do we set up a process that will

not be unfair towards Israel regarding the number of participants

and, yet, not allow outside countries to be too intrusive in commu-
nications and finding solutions to problems? Do you have any fur-

ther insights to how that type of process could be developed.
Dr. Eban. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I would say that we in Israel

are somewhat enured to unfairness arising from statistics. That is

to say, in the United Nations body, for example, we are one. And
we face, I dare to say, 25 Arab countries and perhaps 40 or 50
Muslim countries. And, yet, we have managed to survive arithmet-

ical inferiority.

We have sxiffered much more from nonapplicability of the imiver-

sal principle because when it comes to a problem of exclusion, we
have suffered exclusion from bodies to which our exclusion has
really no sense except ancient prejudices and acrimonies. There-

fore, I think that we will have in the end to make do with the prin-

ciple of universality.

It is, for example, illegal to convene a meeting under United Na-
tions auspices if anybodv is excluded. And we have always stood in

favor of that principle, but how to ensure that we would be equal
contenders with others, I would have to say we would have to be-

lieve, however unrealistically, that you can sometimes transcend
quantity by quality and matter by spirit.

Ambassador Maker El Sayed. If I might just interject, what we
are thinking of is a process that will be part of the process of peace.

So it will not be an arena for confrontation between Israel and the

other countries, but it will certainly be a process arrived at after

agreements between Israel and tne other countries have been
reached, and it will be an arena for further cooperation, for further

improvement of the situation for all the countries in the Middle
East. So I don't think that the question of imbalance will play its

role in this particular forum.
But, on the other side, I do support a very active role by the

United States and the European countries in this process in the

Middle East. We know that already in the process of the CSCE in

Europe, there is mention of the link between security in the Middle
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East and security in Europe. Security in Europe is very closely
linked to the security of the United States.
So I think it is very clear that the United States and Europe will

have to be part of this process because they have an interest, they
have a national interest, their security is linked to the security of
the Middle East.
So I cannot imagine a situation where this process we are envis-

aging would take place in the Middle East without an active par-
ticipation of the United States and of Europe.
Thank you, sir.

Dr. Zartman. What I was referring to was the way in which the
role was played and not to a differentiation in membership. That's
subtle, but diplomacy is subtle.

I agree with you it's not possible, as I look at the situation, to
see a CSCME that is limited to the ME members.
And, as I mentioned, I think a number of other northern coun-

tries would properly be involved. But I hope that we would play
that role not looking for limelight and playing it modestly because
we have to realize that to many people in the Middle East, a role
in limelight is a role of domination. And we will de-legitimize the
kind of cooperation we seek to foster by being too prominent in it.

There is another point as well, though. I think that the concern
about one countiy or another being in a minority all by itself con-
tinues to be legitimate, but as this interaction continues on various
subjects within a CSC of any kind, it creates cross-cutting interests
and coalitions and at least pressures to bridge the political divide.
And so I wouldn't be idealistic and simply lay all faith in that

mechanism, but the mechanism is there, and it can bring countries
together. And that's what one hopes the process does.
Mr. Cardin. Thank you.
Co-Chairman HoYER. Mr. Klein, did you want to ask a short

question? We have about 8 minutes.
Mr, Klein. It's going to be less than that because we have to go

vote.

First of all, I did want to observe I'm delighted to see Ambas-
sador Eban, who probably does not recall, but a number of years
ago when I was in New Jersey legislature, Ambassador Eban was
our guest at a joint session of the legislature, and I was delighted
to be able to host it.

Dr. Eban. Yes. I still have the gavel.
Mr. Klein. Very good. Well, I'm honored that you recall.
When I see the opportunities for synergistic benefits in the peace

in the Middle East, it pleases me immeasurably. And one of the
things that troubles me is the continued boycott that exists. It
seems to me that it is counterproductive to the interests not only
of the Israeli people, but also of all of the Palestinians and other
Arab peoples in the Middle East.
And I would wonder whether you foresee—and I address this

question to any of you—^the opportunity for ending the boycott and
for mutual cooperation on trade matters in the Middle East be-
tween Israel and other Arab countries.

Dr. Eban. I would say, sir, that it is a serious paradox that we
should be celebrating peace at so many levels and, yet, witness the
continuation of the boycott.
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I don't by this mean to indicate that the boycott really strangles
Israel. On the contrary, it has the effect of a response to challenge
because Israel has been excluded from trading with its neighbors.

It has developed a much more sophisticated Swiss/Japanese style

of export and technology than it otherwise would have had, which
means that there's a dialectic that will sometimes get the con-
sequence opposite of that which you desire, and that has been the
case with the boycott.

It doesn't arise very much on the Palestinian level because there
the sheer gravity of proximity, the flow of workers and employers
means that there's naturally a boycott in that level. And it's, after
all, the Palestinian agreement that has been most featured.
But it would be interesting to hear from representatives of the

Arab states, such as Egypt itself, which, of course, is not a practi-

tioner of the boycott, about whether a mediator, such as President
Mubarek, might be able to find out why it's necessary for Saudi
Arabia, for the Gulf states, to maintain the boycott, even on paper.
Co-Chairman HOYER. Herb, did you have a follow-up?
Mr. Klein. No, I had no follow-up question.
Co-Chairman HoYER. Let me apologize. The three of you are very

distinguished individuals, and we have, unfortunately, not had the
time to really get into this discussion nor do we have as many
members here as I would have hoped.

I think this CSCME idea—and I have for the last 4 or 5 years

—

shows great promise. I was of the opinion that it could not possibly
happen until there was a bilateral accommodation, if not rap-
prochement, at this point in time.

It was also, I think, not possible—Mr. Ambassador, you men-
tioned the 15 years were not wasted. Those who say, "Gee, this

should have been done earlier if President Carter had only been
stronger or pushed harder."
My opinion is the rapprochement or the steps toward rapproche-

ment could not have happened absent the ending of the Cold War
because as long as you had the East-West confrontation, as long as
the parties could play off the superpowers against one another, I

think you had great difficulty.

And, very frankly, I don't think it would have happened without
the Persian Gulf War, which changed the dynamics in the Middle
East. It changed the thinking of the Arab states, in my opinion. So
I think we have moved in a timely fashion.

I don't expect tomorrow to have a conference on establishing the
CSCME, but, then again, the Soviets stated talking about the idea

at least a decade before it happened. Obviously they were perceived
to do it for the purposes. Doctor, as you point out, of de facto rec-

ognition of existing borders.
But I am hopeful that individuals, leaders, great world

prominents, like all three of you and some of us, could work to-

wards this objective because I think it could go a long way towards
solidifying the gains that have been made by some very courageous
people, ^d I think it would be very worthwhile for the entire

world.
So thank you very much, appreciate your expertise and your

time.
Dr. Eban. Thank you, sir.
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[Whereupon, the foregoing matter was concluded at 3:17 p.m.] /
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I would like to welcome our distinguished panelists who are assembled here today to

examine the prospects for peace in the Middle East and the applicability of a CSCE-like
model in the region. The recent agreement between Israel and the P.L.O.isa breathtaking

development. Yet it is imperative that these governments and all others interested in

promoting peace, act on many levels to maintain the momentum of this historic moment.
I firmly believe that the Helsinki or CSCE process could provide all sides with a mode! to

begin buiidmg the type of relationships upon which real peace will rest.

Co-Chairman Hoyer and I first raised the potential benefits of a CSCE-type model
for the Middle East in a letter to President Bush in 1990. We again advocated this at the

conclusion of the Gulf War in March 1991 when we testified before the Senate Foreign

Relations Comminee. I also raised the subject during a subsequent visit to a number of

countnes in the region. Although I found many leaders receptive to such a possibility, the

time for such a forward looking approach seemed premature to many. Now, that a real

breakthrough in the Arab-Israeli dispute has been achieved, I believe the time has come for

the peace process to find greater cohesion and direction in a CSCE-type context.

We must not loose sight of the fact that peace in the Middle East, like peace

anywhere in the world, is an evolutionary process which will go through many stages. The

CSCE offers a fiexible approach to member states - it offers a process through which

confidence-building measures can be developed in the area of human rights as well as

secunty These will, in my view.be the key to the success of any real stability in the region.

I cannot stress enough how critical the human dimension aspect of the Helsinki process was

in broaching the divisions in Europe dunng the Cold War. In the early years, many
criticized the seemingly empty promises of Helsinki. But slowly, over time, those promises

began to be fulfilled Slowly. over time, the citizens held their governments accountable for

making those promises come true Through the CSCE process, they demonstrated that

secunty is merely a loose thread unless it is firmly woven into a fabric of respect for human
nghts.

(23)
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I harbor no illusions about the serious obstacles standing in the path of achieving

lasting stability and peace. However, I truly believe that a CSCE-like model offers a process

with the best hopes of attaining these long-term goals. When the CSCE process was

initiated, serious obstacles divided an armed and bitter Europe. Eighteen years later, while

ancient antagonisms still plague Europe, many divisions are healing, former enemies are in

the process of disarming, and democracies are emerging in Eastern Europe and the former

Soviet Union. The CSCE process contributed much to these developments. As the Balkan

conflict is tragically demonstrating, however the process is only as strong as the political will

of its member states. Europe, the United States and Canada have, in my view, shamefully

violated the most fundamental principles in the CSCE process by their collective refusal to

stand up for the sovereign rights of Bosnia-Hercegovina and Macedonia. They must also

bear some of the responsibility for the genocide which has taken place in the Balkans. But

despite the Balkan tragedy. I still firmly believe in the CSCE process for Europe and I

believe it offers a model which the countries of the Middle East can adapt to fit their own
mutual needs. Israel, Egypt and all the countries of the Middle East have an historic

opportunity to begin healing the wounds of their bitter conflict. For the sake of peace, I

urge them to seriously consider the CSCE model.
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Co-Chairman: Helsinki Commission

CSCE Hearing on Regional Peace EfTorts in the Middle East

106 Dirksen Senate Office Building

October 14, 1993

The recent mutual recognition agreement between Israel and the Palestine Liberation

Organization is an historic step forward. Having fundamentally altered the politics of the

Middle East, it makes the possibility of a broader security framework a reality. For decades

the Middle East has been a region dominated by violence, its politics largely reflecting the

Israeli-Palestinian question. Few channels exist through which Middle Eastern states and
their peoples can address region-wide issues. A Middle East security framework could

encourage regional secunty through arms control, verification, confidence-building, and
respect for human rights. The presence of a multilateral forum for discussion would provide

an outlet for gnevances and a framework for conflict resolution. States would need only be

assured that participation would not prejudice their individual interests and that each state's

secunty would be enhanced through participation in region-wide talks.

I believe that a Conference on Security and Cooperation in the Middle East

(CSCME), modeled on the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE),
could make a significant and constructive contribution to that end. It offers a process by
which barriers to trade, travel and communication can be discussed and removed; in which
old hatreds and passions can be channeled into constructive dialogues between states and

peoples; and within which regional stability can be established.

The CSCE - also known as the Helsinki process - was bom with the signing of the

Helsinki Final Act on August 1, 1975. This document marked the beginning of a remarkable

political dialogue in a bitterly divided, heavily armed, post-war Europe. By providing for

penodic follow. -up meetings, the CSCE brought hostile sutes to the table over and over

again to address the issues which separated them in the areas of military security, human
nghts and trade The issues were divisive, the discussions contentious at times, but each

state felt it had a stake in the process. Furthermore, dialogue in the CSCE was not

restricted to sutes. it involved their peoples to a very large degree. Ordinary citizens and

nongovernmental organizations took up the moral debate and the notion of accountability

and injected them back into the political realm of the CSCE. These aspects of the CSCE -

- political dialogue and public participation -- are critical in the Middle East.
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And I believe that both the United States and Russia could play an important role

in seeing that a CSCME process is initiated because both share interests: containing radical

Islamic fundamentalism, stemming terrorism, and securing peace and security in the region.

Of course, there are no guarantees that a CSCME could solve the complex and explosive

problems confronting the Middle East. Meetings and documents change nothing by

themselves if the political will of the participating States is in question. But we are now at

an historic juncture where long-absent political will may suddenly exist. We have just

witnessed an agreement which has made the conditions for a long-term peace bener than

they have ever been before. In such a climate, a CSCE-type process can bring strength in

its persistence, in its relentless determination to foster continued political will among its

participatmg States and, just as important, among their citizens.

Mr. Chairman, I think it is very important that these hearings are being held and that

they are bemg held at this time. I want to welcome our very distinguished guests and I look

forward to hearing from each of them on the prospects for peace in the Middle East.
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PERSONAL STATEMENT BY THE HONORABLE ABBA EBAN, FORMER FOREIGN
MINISTER OF ISRAL, BEFORE THE COMMISSION ON StL'URITY AND
COOPERATION IN EUROPL

.

October 14, 1993

(Mr. Eban ib the Shapiro Profeaeor of International Affairs at the
George W^ahington University)

I am grateful to you, Mr. Chairman, and to you, the members of
thio Commiasion, for the warmth and sincerity of youx welcome.

As a member of parliament in a democratic country for 28
consecutive years (1959 to 1908) , as a CaLbinet member for fifteen
Of those years and as the Chairman of the Foreign Affairs and
Defense Committee of the Knesset toward the end of my parliamentary
tenure, I learned something about parliamentary life - the unique
alternation between solidarity and rivalry that illustrates the
paradox of the democratic idea.

The central theme of my own political action was the relationship
between Israel ar.d the United States. Forty two years have passed
Since I presented my credentials to President Truman. Credentials
are never memorable as worKs of art and they usually lie buried in
leather tor the whole of their natural life - unsung, unhonored
and unreaa. president Truman reared that I might read them aloud
and he preempted that danger by snatching them from my hand saying
"L,ez-3 cur out all the ceremonial crap and have a serious talk".

I learned fror. this that Americans like coming to a point quickly
and Z shall c^l.LetiL myaell wiLli d few headliiieti dbouL Ulie idedu
that unite the Middle East with Europe before submitting myself to
your questioning which is our mam task this afternoon.

Europe celebrated a high moment of truth with the Final Act at
Helsinki on AugusL l, 1975 and with the thxee bdakeLti, ao atraiigely
named, that expressed the style and purpose of modern Europe.

What 18 It that the Middle East no a whole and Icrael in particular
can learn from Europe?

From Europe we can learn the lesson of reconciliation. The process
beyun w^Lh the Eaypt ian- Israeli treaty of 1979 and continued with
the israe: -t'aleBt.inian agreement of 1993 set the Middle East on a
new path. European nistory is drenched with more blood, pulsates
wicn more recollection ot hatred and anguish than our Middle East,
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and yet with what admirable speed did it heal its wounds, rebuild
its ruins, revive ita economy and renew its credtive ;tesL after the
Lrayif Netiii decade; Think of It, there was only one N^zi decade
and what havoc it accomplished!

From Europe's example we learn hat the transition of the Middle
East from conflict to realistic, prudent accorde, tjaiuioU be abrupt
but it does not have to be slow.

In the Middle East, as with Europe, the key to peace lies' in
institutionalized regional cooperation. Israel and its neiglibuLu
must develop such intensity of cooperation, such mutual
accessibility, such freedom of economic and human interaction, such
retxpiwclLy ol xnteiesUs as to put war beyond contingency. The
European community idea has achieved that reaulu in parts of
burope . Israel, Jordan and Palestinians should form a community of

states, independent in their individual jurisdictions and cultures,
but linked by community obligations across open boundaries. This

sounded like a Utopian dream a lew years ago, but so did the
crumbling of the Berlin Wall. So did the rise of fifteen
independent republics out of the soviet union -which was never a

union. 50 did the liberation of the Baltic States. So did the
decision of the Industrialized nations in the Washington meeting
last month to make large new resources available for the area of

Palestinian self-government. The 1990s are the age of dreams that
come true. The action of an American administration in bringing
Israelis and Arabs to the negotiating table thxet; yeaxtj ago wao a

shining achievement. Today, the United states alone has the

mliuence necessary to bring Syria into habits of conduct and
neighbor liness which are indispensable for the success of what has
already begun to crow.

Mr. Chairman, Your commission's memorandum "Beyond Process" utters
a lameir. aL the failure of the CSCE to maximize ita procedure a . it

seems to friendly observers that what is important is not the

bureaucracies that you create but the problems that you help to

solve. With grievous events In the former Yugoslav area and in

Cieorcia, and some of the republics of the former Soviet Union youx

comrr.issior. , comprising nearly fifty European states plus the United
States and Canada has no lack of challenging agendas.

All your merr±>er states are either in official relations with Israel
or aboaL Uo become so. : could not have uttered that sentence a

tew years ago.

The peace process has produced immense dividends to our country.
Never was Isxael moie secure against external dangers, less

physxca_ly vulnerable, more free for regional initiatives than

today, it is not a question of exchanging Lanyiblts ^eaets of

territory for intangible peace accords. Peace accoxds, aubLe±j.iied by

mdisoensaoie military snrength and carefully monitored
arrangements on the ground, have proved to be a more tangible



guarantee of security than coercive jurisdictions can ever produce.
This insight which became an article of of official Israeli policy
by Che electoral decision of June 1992 has contributed to Che swift
growth of our international friendships, now reaching into the
giants of the Third world, India and China and creeping inexorably
toward the once hostile Arab and Muslim worlds.

Sustained by its physical srength and moral purpose, Israel now has
€i democratic mandate for innovation and compi-omiae . There is the
sense ot a new tomorrow waiting to be bom.

74-255 0-94-3
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statement of Professor I. William Zartman, Jacob Blaustein

Professor of International organization and Conflict Resolution,

The Nitze School of Advanced International Studies, The Johns

Hopkins University, October 14, 1993, before the commission on

Security and Cooperation in Europe of the United States Congress.

There is no doubt and little disagreement that the

Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) has been

major importance in preparing and smoothing the transition from

Cold War confrontation in the area between the United States and

the former Soviet Union to cooperation in that same region and

the establishment of a security coonunity. Nearly two decades of

experience of the CSCE show the importance of establishing goals

and standards for cooperation, providing for conditions of

transparency in regard to security, and to the establishment of

nissions and diplomatic encounters which have given rise to

further agreements eunong countries within the region.

In addition, CSCE has been useful as a model for other

regions of the world. Perhaps the most important transfer of the

European experience has been to the African continent where the

African Leadership Forum, in 1991, proposed a Conference on

Security, Stability, Development, and Cooperation in Africa

(CCSSDCAj , which has subsequently been submitted to the

Organization of African Unity (OAU) . Despite the obdurancy of

the OAC, the principles of CCSSDCA have served as a conscious to

the Club of African Heads of State, and have made their way into

tne tainKing of African leaders, even though all concrete

provisions of the Kampala Document still remain to be

Institutionalized within the OAC. Similarly, other private
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initiatives %iritliin Southern Africa have given rise to a general

proposal for a Conference on Cooperation and Security in Southern

Africa (CCSSA) , an idea which has not been adopted, but which

nonetheless, remains on the unofficial table as a subject of

discussion. It should be noted that CCSSA applies to the one

region which, until recently, was the sole [one] to replicate the

eacperience of Eiirope, that is a situation where a confrontation

along a battle-line began to dissolve in favor of new

possibilities of cooperation asong fomer enemies.

Since Augxist, the experience of CSCE also finds itself

applicable to the Middle East. Now that a tangible step has been

made in the peace process in regards to the Palestinians, simileLr

to the disengagement agreements which Israel signed with Egypt

cind Syria nearly twenty years ago, but even more significant in

its implications, rhe situation is appropriate for the

establishment of a Conference on Security and Cooperation in the

Middle East (CSCME) , modeled on the European experience. It

should be remenberec that CSCE was set up before the end of the

Cold War in order to prepare for evolving new relations, and to

provide for trus't, security, and mutual respect as the basis for

cooperation. As long as Arab states refuse to negotiate with

Israel, and Israel refuses to negotiate with the Palestinism

Liberation Organization (PLO) , the conditions required for the

ectablishment of a CSCE in the Kiddle East did not obtain. But

once the Kadz-id process created connnunication between adversaries

in the Kiddle East, the possibility was opened for an ongoing
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frzuaework for broader cooperation in the region, surrounding the

progress which is promised by the Oslo Agreements on subjects of

immediate concern, to the mutual security of the states of the

region. Progress in creating mutual security along the

recocrnized Israeli borders requires a larger context — a series

of baskets — in which to nest these specific peace agreements

between Israel and its neighbors , in order to create the same

conditions of trust, security eind mutual respect which the CSCE

has contributed for Europe.

Nonetheless, there are a number of aspects to the

establishment of a CScatE which differ significantly from the

European exp>erience or from the African proposals. One has to do

with the need to bring in all the players in the region. Unlike

Europe, the Middle East is plagued by a number of rogue players

who will be difficult to bring into a CSCME process, and who,

even if brought in, are not likely to be trustworthy

participants. These include Iraq under the current government,

possibly Libya, and even froE tine to time, Syria, former members

of the Steadfastness Front. They nay also include Sudam under

its present government. Clearly, it is important to make sure

that Syria be brought into any CSC2IE, whose effectiveness would

be vitiated without it. In the case of other rogue players,

however, they are marginal enough that their absence should not

inhibit the creation of a Security and Cooperation Conference.

Indeed one of the advantages of the Conference would be to focus
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on their behavior and develop regional and global pressure for

them to join in a peaceful concert of states.

On the other hand, the model CSCE also suggests that a

Hiddle Eaist Conference should also include non-regional powers,

notably the United States, and perhaps other interested countries

from the North, such as Britain, France, Germany, and Russia.

Here the experience of the Kiddle East differs significantly from

that of Exirope. In Europe, the United States was part of

security and cooperation considerations of the region, and

although it is separated from Europe by the Atlantic, was an

integral participemt in the basic security concerns, and one of

the poles of the security tensions. In the Middle East, the

United States and other Northern powers have a decidedly external

role, and the basic interpretation of history in the Middle East

sees that role as one of meddling interference and imperialist

conspiracy. This is not to suggest that the United States should

stay out of a CSCME. It is rather to suggest that the United

States should play its role as unobtrusively as possible. Its

PJ^«*ence will often be necessary to facilitate, as well as to

guarantee, elements of cooperation among the states. But it

should be careful never to become a crutch. The United States

role in the Camp David Agreements was, for all of its imaginative

diplomacy, that of a crutch, and the peace process between Israel

and Egypt was never able to walk on its own, but remained

dependent on Aaerican ministrations. One of the advantages of

the current evolution of the Madrid process, however shocking it
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nay have been ^o the United States, was that the Oslo Agreement

was made by the participaxits themselves, with only a minimal role

of the mediator as a consunicator , not as a fomulator or as a

manipulator. For CSCME to work effectively, its initiatives will

have to be taken and preformed by the paurties of the region, not

by strong-arm peacemaking methods from outside powers.

At the same time, the American role can only be undertaken

if there is a deep commitment on the part of American officials

to continue to perform along the engagements that the United

States will have made. There may be little doubt that the United

States will continue its engagements in Europe, despite the

importance of the Middle East to American commitments and

American security. It is less assured that the United States

will always have the same commitment to maintaining a role in

regard to the Middle East. If countries of the Middle East were

able to develop their own peace process, that evolution would be

far preferable tc one that depended on external forces. But, if

the United States is to be an active, even if discreet, member of

the peace and security process in the Kiddle East, it should

recognize that it is in for the duration. The current criticisms

that cone from mecbers of the American legislature about the

durability of American commitment to a United Nations operation

in Somalia, after the first few casualties are suffered, is not a

promising omen for the durability of the American commitment to

security concerns in other parts of the world. If we are to

continue to be the leading world citizen with global
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responsibilities, and with a sense of securi'ty that depends on

stable security conditions and cooperation in significant other

peorts of the world, menibers of Congress need to be in the

forefront of an education process to the American piiblic about

the coomitDents we have nade. They need to be leading that public

opinion, in an assurance that the United States will maintain its

role and not be frightened hone by outlaws who would challenge

world efforts at maintaining stability and security. Me can only

encourage the creation emd participation in a Conference on

Security and Cooperation in the Middle East if we are willing to

live up to our pledge of maintaining those values in the region.
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I. William Zartman and Saadia Touval, "Mediation: The Role o: Third-Parf.

Diplomacy and Informal Peacemaking," in Sheryl J. Brown and Kimber V.. Schr.uib.

editors. Resolving Third World Conflict Challenges for a New Era (Washinct .>n

,

D.C.: Lnited States Institute of Peace, 1992).

Chapter 9

Zartman and Touval are well known for their work in the field of

third-pan\ diplomacv and informal peacemaking; indeed, their for-

mulations have become the accepted terms of the field. This chapter

IS a primer in third-panv mediation. Zartman and Touval begin

simpK The\ sav that mediation is a triangular relationship: the

mediator and two parties to the conflict. A third-panv mediator can

be an\ emitv that is not a panv to the conflict: a superpower, a

middle- or small-sized state, an international or regional organiza-

tion, or an unofficial person. Thev explain the function of a mediator

and idcmifv all the factors involved in the mediation relationship:

the third party's motivation for wanting to be a mediator, the dis-

puting parties' motivation for accepting a mediator, the best timing

for initiating mediation, modes of mediation, and what constitutes

leverage

So straightforuardiv do thev present these factors that a lavman

can casil\ understand the dvnamics involved in setting the suge for

mediation Their work, as this representative piece demonstrates, bv

virtue "i Its claritv. makes conflict mediation less an alchcmv and

more j science or a craft with identifiable steps leading to its success.

Clonflicts over politico-secuntv issues take place within a context

oi pouer politics, which, the authors maintain, has a major effect on

the mediation process Each panv must have some interest in re-

Sfdvini: the conHict Determining the strength and content of those

interest', and ranking them is what Zartman and Touval call "interest

calculjiion Employing this calculation helps third parties to rec-

ocnize vvhen the parties to the conflict might be readv to accept

mediaimii and who might have the most interest in mediating a

contlusiKu OI course, how the parties perceive and rank their own

lntrrr^^^ is determinative: actual interest can be countered bv per-

ceivrci interest

Zariman and Touval conclude bv observing that the underlying

causes o! contlici in the Third World will remain unaffected bv the

end Ml ilu- (.old War Thev postulate, however that because of

reduced interest in the Third World on the part of Western and

Lasierii l>l<« constituents, the amount of resources directed to these

239
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areas will likely diminish. This means that third-party interest in

mediating Third World conflicts may also decline. The result should

be that conflicting parties will need and want to conclude conflicts

sooner than they did during the Cold War Zartman and Touvals

conclusion points out that while the ebb and flow of each party's

interest depends on the international situation, the sine qua non of

successful mediation is the abiding interest of at least two parties in

resolving the conflict.
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Mediation: The Role of Third-Party Diplomacy

and Informal Peacennaking

/ William Zartman and Saadia Touval

I WtUiam Zartman u the Jacob Blaunem Professor of Iniemattanal Organantwn

and Confiut Hesobaton and dtrrttor of African Studies at the Paul H. Nau School

of Advanced International Studies. The Johns Hophns Unwenit\ He is the author

ol a numorr of u-orks on \arth Africa, such as Government and Polilics m North

Africa t^nd PoliiKal Elites in Arab North Africa On the subject of negotuuion.

he noi raued tn authored The SCIJ Solution. The Practical Negotiator. The

NegoiiatKin Process, and Ripe for Resolution.

Soadia 7ou(«/ u an associate of the Center for International .\ffairi at Harvard

LTiiimirv Hr xuas formrrh professor of poluicat science and dean of the faculty of

iociat \nmtry at Tel Aiii L-ni\frsit\. Tel Axiv. Israel He is the coeditor and

tantrimjiinc auUw lutih I W'llluim Zartman i of International Mediation in

The(w\ and PraciKe and the author of The Peace Brokers Mediators in the

Arab-Israeli {.imflici. ISMh- 1979 aik/ The Boundary Politics of Independent

Alrica

Must mteriutiorul conflicts become subject to third-partv mediation.

Sur\r\inc .1 *»idr \arici% of international conflicts—including eco-

nomii js v»rll as p<»litic«»-secuni\ disputes—in the f>enod from 1816

u. IMt*' tdv^ard Levinc found 322 mediation attempts.' Saadia

l«Hi\jl exjminmf; mediation b\ the United Slates and the Soviet

L mot) It) tontlutv o\cr politKo-securn\ disputes between 1945 and

IMS" tiHjiul that thf United States was involved as mediator on at

lejM nmetx iKCjsK>ns. and the Soviet Union on at least twentv"

(>\et tlir vears studies examlnm^ the causes of conflict have

proliferated Ixit scholarship and understanding of conflict mediation

dn TOM sho*« the same development Studving international mediation

241
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has b^en primariK the work ol scholars raiher than practiiioiifrN.

and ihe\ ha\r onK laid the ijrounduork for undersiandinp the re.t-

soiis and the wa\s parties mediate international conHict

"(-onflici here refers to politic()-securn\ issues In iniernatioiul

economic or environmental disputes. ri\al parties are ivpicalK not

as iorceluliv competitive nor are the means ol conductint; the dispute

as violent as in politico-securitv conflict Conflicts over poiitico-

secuntv issues lake place vvithm a context of power politics, which

has a major effect on international mediation This premise provides

ihi- lontepiual underpinnmc; of our jiialvsis o( the participants'

motives 111 mediation, the conditions thai affect the performance and

rolev ol mediators, and the kevs to effective mediation of interna-

tKmal conflicts

Tfie empirical base for our theoretical formulations consists of a

number of historical studies of successful mediation in the Third

World ' .Ahhouph atl the cases examined occurred during the Cold

\Nar. their validitv is not limited to this particular period, our the-

oretical observations hold for mediation in international politics in

general Nevertheless, the question arises vvhether the abatement of

Siiviei-Amrrican icnsiuns has created circumstances that are more
or lesv propitious foi conffici reduction throuijli mediation than the

circumstances ili.ii existed ffurini; ifu- (.old War

Mediator's Functions

MectiaiHMi is .1 (orm ol third-partv intervention in a conflict. It is

a iniidf ol negotiation vsitfi tfu- stated purpose of contributing to the

conliui s ahaiemeni or resolimon To accomplish its purposes, me-
diaiioii musi In- in.i(ff afiepi.ible to itu- adversaries in the conflict.

v»f»i. Ill lurn iniisi (ooperaic (liploin.iiicallv vvnh the intervener But

niediaiois often nu-fi initial reiection from tfie confliciing parties;

tfius thc-ir iirsi diplomatu effort must iu' to convince the parties of

tfu v.iliii- ol ifuit services l)efore ilie mediation process can pet

staried Mcdi.iiioM differs from otlter f«)rms ol itnrd-partv mterven-

iiofi in lontliiis liciaiisc ii is not f)ascd on the direct use of force

and ii IS fioi .iiiiu-d .11 liel|>iii'4 one of ttie participants win. ^'et the

ptmrss <ov«Ts .1 niimi>er ol similar activities like >;o<k1 offices, it is

(oiiirrned v»iili lulpinv; tfu adversaries (omnuiincate. like concilia-

tMMi II empfusi/es <hant:ini; the parties imayes of and attitudes

lota.iiil OIK .iiiotlici Hill mediation performs additional functions

Mediators t.m suv;cesi itieas loi j compromise, and thev can nego-

II.lie .mcl l>.iic.iin clirei il\ \» iih itic- adversaries .Mediation is basicaliv
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a political process with no advance commitment from the parties to

accept the mediator's ideas. In this respect it differs from arbitration,

which empiovs judicial procedure and issues a verdict that the parties

have committed themselves to accept.

Mediator's Motives

Slates use mediation as a foreign f>olicv instrument. Their inter-

vention as mediators is legitimized bv the goal of conflia reduction,

which the\ (vpicallv proclaim. The desire to make peace, however.

IS intertwined with other motives best described within the context

of power politics. For an -understanding of these motives it is most

helpful to employ a rauonal-actor approach, using cost-benefit con-

siderations. Because mediators are players in the plot of relations

surrounding a conflict, they possess a certain interest in its outcome:

othervisc. thev would not mediate. In view of the considerable in-

vestment of poiitical. moral, and material resources that mediation

requires and the nsks to which mediators expose themselves, motives

for mediation are found as much in self-interest as in humanitanan

impulses Mediators arc seldom indifferent to tfie terms being ne-

gotiated Even when the\ seek peace, thev trv to avoid terms not in

accord with their own interests, which usuallv alk>w a wider range

of acceptable outcomes than the immediate interests of the parties.

Thev also havr greater flexibiliiv in bargaining because thev incur

fev»er commitments and invest less in the conflict than the parties

do Self-interested motives are the same for superpowers, medium-
sued powers, and mtenutional organizations.

Mediauon by States

Mediating states are likeU to seek terms that will increase the

prospects of regional stabiiitx. den\ their nvals opportunities for

intervention, earn them the gratitude of one or both parties, or

enablr them to continue to have a sav in future relations between

adxersanes 1 *»o tvpcs of self-interest can be promoted through

mrdijiion One is esseniialK defensive: a continuing conflict between

parties threatens the mediators interests Therefore, an end to the

conflict IS important to the mediator because of the conflict's effects

on the mediator s relations with the disputing parties. For example,

if two nf the mediator s allies engage in a conflict, that conflict can

disrupt and weaken the alliance or strain the parties' relations with
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jhf (hird-pdrt\ mcdiaior. A coiiHici between iwo states jlsn mj\

upset J regional balance or provide opportunities (or .1 rival pouei

to increase its retjional inHuence b\ intervening on one side ol iIk-

conHici

In some situations, a resrional conflict ma\ threaten to escalate

and drav* m additional parties Actors who fear such escalation ma\

seek to reduce the conflict to avoid becoming involved in hostilities

Mediation in such cases ma\ involve one intervener or it mav be a

collective endeavor b\ two or more states acting inside or outside the

(ramevNork ol an international organuaiion Even ri\al powers pr<>-

teitini; their lurl arc known to ha\e cooperated and engaged in

H)ini mediation in such situations (e.g.. L'.S.-So\iei cooperation on

Laos m 1961-62 and on the Arab-Israeli war in \9~'^)

The second self-interested motive for mediation is offensive: the

desire to extend and increase influence. In this case, the solving ol

the conflict has no direct importance for the mediator and is onlv a

vehicle (or improving relations with one or both parties A third

parix max hope to uin the gratitude o( one or both parties in j

(onfliii. either l>\ helf)mg them out ol the tonflici or b\ aiding one

ol them to achirxe (K-iter terms in a solution than would otherwise

b<- <>t>iainable Although the mediator cannot throvi its lull weight

behind one p.iriv 11 tan iiurease its influence b\ making the success

ol ihr negotiations depend on its mvobemeni and b\ making each

p.iri\ dei)end un 11 to garner concessions (roni the other pan\
Medi.iiiirN can alsu mtrcase their |)resence and influence b\ becom-

iiii; i:ujrjniorN nl am acreeineni. which necessariK includes risks

and respoiisiliiliiies

.A numfter ol hisiorical examples illustrate these interests. L'.S

iii('<(ijiiiiii in the RhiKlesi.i Zimbabue conflict and the Soviet inedia-

imri >Hi>»ren Indi.i .md Pakistan were mspiretl b\ .1 mixture ol

di'letiMM- jiid iillcnonc motives Krom a delensive vantage, the

I lined Siaie"> (eared ih«- Rh«Klesian (.onflici would provide oppor-

luniiK-v lilt ilu- Suviei L nion to gam influence b\ supporting the

Atri(.iii lutHiiialiMN Hill iK-tause the .Alrican groups concerned were

alieadv |x>lilujlli iltixr 10 the Soviet L nion and (Ihina. the L'.S.

niedi.iiKin »x.iN .iU>> .111 .i!tem|)i to improve relations with these groups

jnit ihiis extenil Xiiieiiian infliieiuc

Sitviti inedi.itHin lK-iv««-i-n Indi.i and Pakistan was [)artlv inspired

ttv iiN ((esirr 10 iiiipimc relations with Pakistan. vsIikIi had hitherto

(K-eii on liriier leriiis unh the Lniied Slates and (".hina than with

file Soviei I iiKHi li also souchi to Ixiild its prestige and establish a

pieiedeni ih.ii would iiiMilv (uiure involvemeni in the allairsol the

recMMi \i iIh \.im« iinif tb«*Tc vvere important de(eiisi\e motives

lilt lis iMieivrMiiiiii I Ih' I lulo- Pakistani (onflici provided (Ihina with
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an opponuniiv u> exiend us inHuence inio Pakistan and thus estab-

lish a presence close to the southern border^ of the Soviet Union

Reducini; the conflict would make this expansmn more difhcult for

China

The United States has been the most active mediator of inter-

national conflicts since 1945 ' This finding is consistent with an

interest-based explanation of mediators motives. Because the United

States feared thai conflicts would provide the Stiviei Union with

opportunities to intervene and expand its influence, the United

States olten sought n> dampen conHici. and mediation was an ap-

propriate instrumt-ni to thai end In .iddiiioii. without relerence to

the Soxiet L num. U.S help vxas someiiiues solicited f>\ smaller states

engai;ed in tonflui because of US power and prestige Pressed bv

us friends for sup[>ori and.alwavs fearful that support for one side

in a local conHici uould thnw the other side into the Soviet embrace,

the United States often found that the least nsk\ course in such

situations was to mediaie l)eiween the disputants

Thai Americans h.i\e fx-en invoked in mediation more often than

ihf Soviets tan f.isiK Ik- undersio(Kl il vm- i<.niemlR-r the preeminent

status ihji the I. niKcl Stales has eiii<>vt(l in iniernaiional politics for

manv \ears and ilu une<iu.il exieni nl iht- twn powers" spheres of

influence Tfie Soviet spfjere was ai first limited lo ELastern Europe

and (.liiiia Bui m iIh- mul- I'.I.Vts ii l>euan expanding to include a

lev* addiiionai t outlines thai l>ecame dependent on Soviet militarv

ai<l lai ihe same lime hovvever. (.hin.i broke avvav from the Soviei

sphere I Tlie remainder of tfie v^orld. sometimes called the noncom-

muiiisi v».iikl u.iv toiisidered bv tin I niied States as part of us

splieri (nmuithst.inding that simii- stales in this gr«>up pnKlaimed

themselves ii> l»« noiuliu'tiedi .Milmiii;li actual Ameruan influence

vari««l .iiiioiic iliest tioiuominiinisi sijun v»fi.ii tluv fiad m common

ujv ili.ii tilt- Sovui I nioii larricd less iiilliK-ii(e ifuie than the L nited

Maiev did 1 Iw ilaiiii made in I'.ITI bv .\iidrei (.loinvko. then .Soviet

fouii;ii niiiiisiei thai Soviii inieresis tviended to everv corner of

tfu -^UtiH .mil tfui iheie is no (|uesiioii ot anv sii:iiifican(.e that can

Im iliiiileil »«iiIm.iii iIw Sovki I moii ot in opposHKin to u' reflected

aiiiliiiMiii i.iiliei ili.in realiiv 1 bus the v»i<Ui sphere of .American

inlliiiiKt rxpl.im^ v«fiv iIk I. iiite<l Siaiev inetliaied so manv more

ti.iilliiiv ili.iii ih< s.ivu-iN did

Mediation by Small- and Medium-Sized Powen

Mt ili.iiioii In viii.ill. .111(1 iiu iliiiiii-M/(-<l |><iv»fiv IN also motivated

tn s«ii iiiiiusi »iHiu <il vvIihIi is lel.iiKl i<> su<li doiiRstu loiuerns
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a&. for rxample. (he possibiiiiv that a conflici ma\ spill ovrr into the

mediator s temior\ (India m Sn Lanka before iis militarv interven-

tion), the fear that the local conflict mav expand and draw in pou-
erful external actors: the reluctance to take sides m a conflict between
other nations (Saudi Arabia m manv micr-Arab conflicts), and the

attempt to promote norms that tend to enhance the mediator s own
$ecunt\ (the 1963 Ethiopian mediation between .Algeria and Mo-
rocco concerning the validitv of borders inherited from the colonial

period).

Small- and medium-sized powers mav also wish to enhance their

influence and prestige through mediation Eg\pt and .Algeria me-
diated between Iran and Iraq in 1975 because ihe\ wanted to prove

their usefulness to both belligerents as well as reduce intra-islamic

conflict Algenan mediation between the United States and Iran on
the issue of .American hostages seems to have been inspired bv the

hope that nnediation would generate goodwill from the U.S. public

toward Algeria and thus help improve relations between Algeria and
the United States This frope was related to U.S. support for Algeria's

ad\ersar\. Mor<Kco in the Western Sahara war against the .Algcnan-

supporied Polisario m«>\emeni Other cases in which states sought

t«> enhance their international siandini; through mediation include

India s attempt to mediate between the United States and the Soviet

LnH>n and China m the 1950^ the effort b\ Nkrumah of Ghana to

mediate in the \ leitvam War in I96.S-66. and Romania s trv at an
iniermediarv role m tfvji same conflict, in U.S. -Soviet relations, and
in Arab-Israeli relations (iioiabK in helping to arrange President

Anuat badai >• \isii u. Jenisaleni m 1977) bmall and medium states

have few aliernaiivc foreign policv instruments at their disposal, and
mediation imrease;. their usefulness and independence vis-a-vis

sit<»ncer allicv Moretner when pressed to take sides in a conflict.

th«-\ mj\ seek, lo escaiu- their predicament b\ assuming the role of

a mrdiaun in the (onflut

Hediation by International Organixations

Thr m<Hi\t-s ot iniernaiioiul iirgain^aiions arc somew-hat more
lonifjirv i>uri thos« ii| states I'eaieinakiiii; is the raison d'etre o(

sr\erai inirrnaiicifk.il nrcani/ations and is thus enshnned m their

(hafirrs Nri inierco\rrnn»rntal or^ani/aiions arc also instruments

• >l tiK-ii memtK-r stales AtrordinijK. tlu- UN was j;rcatl\ handi-

tapf>rri h\ ihr (old War and rngaued in peaiemakinc much less

than Its ihjrirt sumresied ii should Tlie lew mediation efforts m
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which It cntjasred were often smoke screens to conceal the intensitv

of Amencan involvemeni (e.g.. in the Arab-lsraeli conflict) Regional

organizations were not hindered h\ the Cold War to the same extent

as the L'N But. because mediation required agreement among the

organizations most inHuential members as well us acceptance bv the

parties direcih involved, regional organizations were not as activeK

engaged in peacemaking as the\ might have been

Nonstaie mediators, whose interests are not as apparent or suspect

as the primarx plaxers of power politics, nevertheless share motives

of self-interesi Ai the \er\ least, nonstate mediators have a role and

a repuiaiHMi n> esublish or defend and thus an interest in appearing

as good and successful mediators (The concerns of the World Coun-

cil ol Churches ami the .AII-.-\lrican Council of Churches in launch-

ing their mediation ol the Sudanese civil war in 1971 is an interesting

example "i Often thiN role extends bevond mediating to become an

organizational interest m "being there" and in keeping the organi-

zation clean and read\ for other functions In this regard, nonstate

mediamrs toiiir \er\ close to state mediators in the nature ol their

interests

(Concern !<»? \kmv .i> j value in aiul ol itself, suspicion of inter-

ested niedumrs monvfs and periepiion of the inherent limitations

on siaiev medutim; ndeN have led a varietv of nonstate actors to

pro|x)se themselveo .iv international mediators Manv of them are

interested m a pariuulai outcome not because u affects them di-

rectlv but iK-causr thev lielieve in its inherent desirabiliiv For ex-

ample the several private airencies striving for usefulness in the

KhiKlrMjii «ivil v».ii uert vvorking in find an acceptable path to

/iinl).if»«»rjfi indipeiuleiKf noi some other ouirome .All nonstate

adiitN fi.tvc .III iMurtM ill enliaiuin;; their |xisiiioiis as useful third

pariie" n<>i <«ii <'l .inv xt-nal egotism bui Ijetause thev t)elieve thev

fuv» Miiiictliiiic I" "ll«T .ind .1 teinfortemeni nl their standing and

repiii.iiioii li«l(»v ifwiii dn iheir |i>f>

The Parties' Motives in Accepting Mediation

( ipiMiiiriii^ III .1 iiintfui laie tv»«i iiiierrelaied ciuesiions whether

ii. a<«eii: inidi.iiioii .iiid il mi ufiiili nflei of iiiediaiioii to accepi-

I'ariii-^ .n«rpi iiiic i vjium.ii Ikijiinc ifuv like meiliaiors. expect it to

Willi. Ill l.iMi! Ml iti< II mu-rrsis 1 In nioM obvious motive is the

r\jK-j i.iiiMii ih.ii iiH-di.iiioii \xill yam an ouKoriu' more lavoraWe than

iIh iHiitiitiii c."'"'' '"^ ioiiimiietl toiiflui— ih.ii is. a vvav out The

i>.iriK-> .ii»'- Ihmm iii.li iiiediaiKMi vuli priniuie a settlement vvhen
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direct negotiation is not possible or will provide a more favorable

settlement than can be achieved bv direct negotiation Although the

adversary ma\ not have a similar assessment, it ma\ accept and

cooperate with the mediator if it feels that rejection might cause

even greater harm— for example, damaging relations with the

would-be mediator, decreasing the chances for an acceptable nego-

tiated outcome, or prolonging a costiv conflict. Such considerations

sometimes help induce states to accept intervention even in domestic

conflicts (e.g.. Sn Lanka's acceptance of India s mediation, and An-

gola's acceptance of America's mediation) The parties also mav

accept mediation in the hope that the intermediary will help reduce

some of the nsLs emailed in concession making and the costs in-

curred m conflict, thus protecting their image and reputation as

the\ move toward a compromise. Thev mav also believe that a

mediator s involvement implies a guarantee for the final agreement.

thereb\ reducing the danger of violation bv the adversarv

The acceptance of mediation bv international organizations can

also be premised on the abilitv of these organizations to bestow

normative approval rather than on their capacitv to influence the

adversar\ or arrange for a satisfactorx compromise This point is

present in the case of the L'N but is perhaps clearest in the case of

the InternaiHinal Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) The ICRCs
abilitv to offer an improved image to a fighting or detaining au-

thoritv can be a powerful incentive for the parties to accept its

presence and servKes and for acceding to its proposals.

Partiality and Acceptability

M the acceptance of mediation is based on a cost-benefit calcu-

lation iheri ihf assumption thai mediators must be perceived as

impjriul needs to be revised ' The mediator s impartiality is not as

important lo the adversaries decision to accept mediation as their

consideration o( the consequences of accepting or rejecting media-

tion, namelv h<»*» uill their decision affect the prospects of achieving

a lavoraWr (HJicomr- .And how will it affect their future relations

with the would-ltc mediator- iniiialK. third parties are accepted as

mediator*. «>nl\ ki tl»e extent that ihe\ are seen as capable of bringing

ab<Hji jccepiablr iHJtcomes. their subsequent meddling is tolerated

becausr ihr\ are jlrejd\ part of the relationship .Although there is

no necessar\ reljtH>nship between a mediator s past partialitv and

Its luiurt useiulness. good relations between it and one of the

adxersjriev mav m (act be an aid to communicating, to developing
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creative proposals, and to converging the two parties' positions.

Closeness to one party implies the possibility of "delivering" it,

thereby stimulating the other party's cooperativeness. Indeed, the

implications of closeness can be earned one step farther: since me-

diators are not likelv to be successful (that is. attracuve to the other

party) if thev are perceived as prefemng a solution that favors the

panv thev are close to. a biased mediator's acceptability and success

lie in the likelihood of its delivering the partv toward which it is

biased into an agreement.

Several examples illustrate these points. In the Rhodesia/Zim-

babwe mediation, the Africans' belief that Bntish and L'.S. svmpa-

thies were with the white Rhodesians rendered Bntish and U.S.

mediation promising and stimulated Afncan cooperation. In several

mediations between Arab parties and Israel, the Arabs' belief that

the close Amencan-Israeli fies would enable the United States to

deliver Israeli concessions made Amencan mediation attraaive to

them In the Tashkent mediation, the Soviet Union was accepted as

a mediator bv Pakistan despite its ck>se relationship with India.

Pakistan perceived the Soviet Union as (I) concerned enough about

Pakistan s growmp cooperation with China to want to improve its

relationship with Pakistan and (2) ctose enough to India to bnng u

into an agreement . Algena was accepted by the United Sutes as a

mediator with Iran no( because ii was considered impartial but

because its abiliiv to gain access to and facilitate the agreement of

people close to Khomeini held promise that it might help to release

the hostages

Although the\ cannot fullv side with one partv. mediators can

alki** themselves some latitude in degree of partiality. This latitude

ma\ alU)*» them to express their preference regarding the outcome

ol the negcMiation In the Zimbabwe and Namibia negotiations, the

Lniied States was not indiffereni to the nature of the settlement.

The outcome had to open the wa\ for majontv rule. Although this

meant thai the United States supported the essence of the African

position and. b\ implication, sought to eliminate the white settlers

as a sovereign poliiKai actor, the white settlers nevertheless accepted

U S mediation as a means of getting them out of a no-win situation.

.An interesi m specific outcomes is quite common m the media-

tK>n» ol intemaiionai «>rganirations The UN. the Organization of

AlrKjn Uniix (O.AU). the Organization of American States, and

ICRC all have some general norms thai thev wish to uphold bevond

the principle of peaceiul settlement Thev trv to promote solutions

thai can be interpreted as compatible with the standards of the

(.enevj conventions and of their charters and thai protect their
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image as a guardian of these standards Indeed. the\ can formall\

condemn parties for deviating from these sundards as a means of

entorcinp them On the other hand, the OAU was so stronglv at-

tached to the pnnciple of successor state mviolabilitv that it was

incapable of mediating the Biafran conflict, so stronglv attached to

the principle of utt poisidetu (legitimacy of inhented boundanes) that

11 was unable to mediate the Ogaden war. and so stronglv atuched

to the principle of noninterference in internal affairs that it was

unable even to constitute a commission to mediate the Sudanese and

Rwandan civil wars

Acceptance of mediation, whether the mediator is a state or an

international organization, is not automatic. It depends on the prom-

ise of attractive outcomes for the parties When the OAU esublishes

an ad hoc commission to mediate a dispute, consulution procedures

give the parties an implicit sav in the composition of the commission.

The result is often a balanced slaic i^thcr than an impartial com-

mission, because members are iikciv to seek to protect the interests

ol their fnends and not to form their views solelv on the basis of

objeciive cniena

.As an independent nonstate agencv, the ICRC does not have

pariialiiv or composition problems Nevertheless, its acceptance as a

medijior is still noi automatic Conflicting parties are concerned not

aboui ^hciher the ICRC will perform its humanitanan functions

obieriivelv but aboui whether the legal framework of its involvement

will lunher their interests States mav denv that an armed conflict

thai would )usii(v an ICRC intervention is occurring or has occurred.

\ei ihr lecal framework is sometimes subject to negotiation, and the

terms o( mvolxemeni can be influenced bv their perceived effect on

the mieresis ol the parties rather than bv the parties perception of

ihr l(.R( N impartialiiv

Medijiiirs must Ik- perceived as having an interest in achieving

ail ouiciinu acceptjNr to both sides and as being sufficientlv im-

p.iriiji jv to f>ermii such an achievement. .Again, the question for

the pjriies i\ mil whether the mediator is objective but whether it

can fniiMdr an atcepiable ouicomc

Timing of Mediation

Siiur inrdijiorv arc- iiioiivaied bv sell-inieresi. thev will intervene

nut jiiiiiin.iiKjiK Ihji oiiK when thev believe a conflict threatens

then iiiierrMs or when ihev perceive an opportuniiv to advance their

mierrMs >u< h ihreais and opportuniiies are unlikelv to be noticed
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when there is a mild disagreement between parties, it is usuallv after

the conHici escalates that its implications arc perceived. Bv then, the

parties are likelv to ha%e become committed to their positions and

to a confrontational pdicv. ever reducing the common grounds on

which that mediation must proceed. For that mediation to succeed,

the parties must be disposed to reevaluate their policies

Two conditions are especialK conducive to such reevaluation:

hurtinp ualrmates and mses bounded 6v a deadline or. to use a metaphor.

plateaus and prrctpufs" .\ hurting stalemate begins when one side is

unable tf) achieve its aims, resolve the problem, or wm the conflict

b\ itsell ; It peaks when the other side arrives at a similar perception.

Each part\ must begin to feel uncomfortable in the costiv dead end

that It has reached This plateau must be perceived bv both sides

not as a momentar\ resting ground but as a flat, unpleasant terrain

stretching into the future, providing nu later possibilities for decisive

escalation or graceful escape.

Mediation plavs up the parties perceptions of having reached an
intoleraNc situation Uithoui this perception, the mediator must

depend on persuadini; the parties thai breaking out of their deadlock

IS imp<>ssif>lf Indeed, the mediator ma\ even be required to make
II ini|>o>Mh>lt- Deadlock cannoi be seen as a temporar\ stalemate, to

he easilv resolved in one s fa\or b\ a little effort, a big offensive, a

iramWe or toreiui) assistance Rather, each partv must recognize its

opiMineni s sireneth and its «»wn inabiliix to overcome that strength

h>r thf mectiatoi tfiiN means emplusizing the dangers of stalemate

as eaifi Mdt- comes lo recognize the others strength Each side's

tiniljieral |miIi(\ option— to lake aciHin without negotiation—must

fx- reiocm/rd as .1 m<ire expensive, less likeU wav of achieving an

j((eptjlii( iHiuomc ifun the policv of negotiation. .A plateau is there-

lore .1 nuiiiei js niiu h of |)ercepiion as of realitv for the parties and

.1 siil>t(-« I us inudi ot fH'rsuasion as of timing for the mediator

Sti((essitii (x|>liiii.iiioii of J plateau sliifts l)oiti sides from a winning

10 J (on< ilijiini; nirnialiiv

A ifisis «ir preiipitt- represents ifu- realization that mailers are

s»»itiix Ik-ioiiiiiii: »»oisr li implies impending catastrophe, such as

pintkiliti inilitjiv ctclcji or eioiioinu rullapse. It mas l>e accom-

p.inirit In .1 fMiiii \ (lilenuiij ihji inxoKes engaging in a ina)ur es-

uljiniii ifu iHiKiiiiic ol hhicti IS iinprecfic table, or seeking a des-

IK'tair I <>nii>toMiis< ihji iliieaieiis one side as much as the other It

in.i\ alsii Ik- .1 <.ii.isir<iplu' tfui tus jlread\ taken place Whatever its

irtisr ilN't.iiisc |).iiiirs arc iMHiiuf to disai^ree about the inevitabililx

III .III iiniNMKtinc cxt-nti 11 marks a iiiik- limit to the judgment tfiat

iliiiics (.III I k.'i> iHi like tills
""
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For the mediator, the cnsis qua precipice should reinforce the

dangers of the plateau, lest the parties become accustomed to their

uncomfortable deadlock. Mediators can manipulate crises thev can

use them and thev can make them. If there is a recognized impend-

mg danger, mediators can use it as a warning and as an unpleasant

alterrutive to a negotiated setdement. And if thev do not agree that

a cnsis exists, mediators can work to implant a common perception

that It docs, in its most manipulative role, a mediator mav have to

create a precipice, usuallv citing pressure bv a fourth partv That is

what the United States did in 1977 to get the Namibia negotiations

started, cuing irresistible pressure for sanctions if the sides did not

start ulking.

Modes of Mediacort

Mediators use three modes to marshal the interests of all the

involved parties toward a mutuallv acceptable solution to the conflict

In order of their involvement in conducting mediation, the mediator

uses communualum . larmulaium. and mantpulatwn

.

When conflict has made direct contacts between parties impossi-

ble therebv preventing the flexibility required for making conces-

sions uiihout appeanng weak or losing face, the mediator can serve

as communicator In this situation, mediators simplv act as conduits,

opening contacts and carrvmg messages. Thev mav be required to

help the parties understand the meaning of messages through the

distorting dusi thrown up bv the conflict or to gather the parties'

concesswns together into a ptackage without adding to the content.

This role is completeK procedural, with no substantive contribution

h\ I he mediator, and in its simplest form it is completely passive, the

mere carrying oui of the parties orders for the delivery of messages.

Tact *»t>rdin(; and svmputhy mixed in equal doses with accuracy

and conhdenujlit\ are necessary character traits of the mediator as

communicaior

The setond mttde of mediation requires the mediator to enter

into the substance of the negotiation Since a conflict mav not only

impedr communications between parties but be so encompassing

thai II prevcnis them from conceiving wavs out of the dispute, the

parties need a mediator as formulator

Formulas are the key to a negotiated solution to a conflict; they

provide common understandings of the problem and its solution or

shared notions ol justice to govern an cxjtcome Just as the conflict

t>lten prey ems the parties from hnding imaginative wavs out. it mav
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also prevent them from recognizing the value of the mediators

suggestions at first heanng Therefore, the mediator as formuiaior

often needs to persuade the panics as well as to suggest solutions to

their disputes Persuasion involves power and therefore requires

greater involvement than mere communication Not onlv does the

mediator get involved in the substance of the issue, it must also lean

on the panics—albeit in the subtlest wavs— to adopt us perceptions

of a wa\ out. Mediators as successful formulaiors must be capable

of devising wavs to unblock the thinking of the conflicting parties

and to work out imaginative wa\s to skirt the commitments that

constrain the parties

The third mode requires the mediator to act as a manipulator.

Here the mediator assumes the maximum degree of mvolvemeni.

making itself a pan\ to the solution if not to the dispute. As a

manipulator, the mediator uses us power to bring the panics to an

agreement, pushing and pulling them awa\ from conflict and into

resolution First, the mediator must persuade the parties of us vision

of a solution; it musi then take measures to make that solution

attractive, enhancing us \alur b\ adding benefits to us outcome and

presenting it in suth a wjx as to overcome imbalances thai mav have

prevented one or the other of the parties from subscribing to it. The

mediJinr mav fvave to go so lar as to improve the absolute attrac-

tiveness ol the resolution b\ increasing the unaitractiveness of con-

tinued conflict, which mav mean shoring up one side or condemning

another Either o( these approaches strains the appearance of us

own neiiiraliiv This is the role ol the "lull participant.' such as

Ament.iii diplomats plaved in the I97()s .Middle East peace process

and in the lywis \amibijn-.-\ngolan negoiiatioiis

MediJiK»n is a triangular relationship When the mediator oper-

atcs JN .1 tommunu jiot. it operates as j bridge beiween two coniest-

aniN Ml j^ .1 pump on the londuii t>eiwrcii ihem As a formulator.

tin- nirilijinr .iSMimes a position ol ureaicr artivuv. one that pressure

and nirs\ai:e> emjiuie Irom as well as pass through As a manipu-

laiot iIk iiirdijtoi Ik-i onies so aciivr thai u tails into question the

irianeui-i' reljiMmship li mav even uniii the iwi> adversaries in

<ip(>iiMiM>ii In iisell lor example in the \cnien iivil vvar the two sides

resolveil ilwit dillereiues to opjKJse Egvpiian interference, when

Ei;\pi »>j"> jtiiiii: iniiff like an iniervener than a mediator But the

mediJKx l»v ihiotxinc no vseiehi around, threatens and is threatened

t>v thf (minmIiiIiiv III lurninv the triangle mio a dvad The mediator s

threat u< mcU- »»iiIi «>nr jiariv mav brmi; ihe other pariv around, lor

leal ihai medial mhi michi end and vvitli u anv possibilities for a

NoltiitiMi \s a ilinji to the mediaioi caili pariv mav irv to win the
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mediator over to its own side to increase its chances of winning

rather than of having to come to terms. At the same time, of course,

each panv mav regard the mediator with high suspicion as a poten-

tial ails of the other side. Although suspicion makes the mediator s

job more difhculi. it also keeps the mediator honest

Power in Mediation

Power—the abiliiv to move a part\ in an intended direction— is

often referred to m mediation as leverage Although leverage is the

ticket to mediation, mediators tend to remain relativeh powerless

throughout the exercise The extent of the mediator s power depends

cntireK on the ptarties whose acceptance of a mediator depends on

the mediator's likelihood (potential pKJwcr) of producing an agree-

ment that can be supported bv both sides. This circular relationship

plagues everv mediation exercise. Contrarv to a common perception,

mediators are rareU "hired" bv the parties: instead, thev have to

sell their services, based on the prospect of their usefulness and

eventual success From the beginning, the mediator s leverage is at

the mercv of the contesunts The parties, whose interest is in win-

ning, vieu mediation as meddling unless it produces a favorable

outcome The\ welcome mediation onK to the extent that the me-

diator has leverage over the other part\. and thev berate the mediator

for tr\ing to exert leverage over them

A mediator has four sources of leverage: (1) the mediators ability

to portra\ an alternative future as more favorable than the contin-

uing conflict. ('J» the mediator's abilit% to produce an attractive

position from each partv s need for a resolution. (3) the availabilitv

of resources that the mediator can control: and (4) the availabilitv

of res»)urces that the mediator can add to the outcome. In everv

case. I he effectiveness of the mediator s leverage lies with the parties

themselves, a charactenstic that makes leverage m mediation difficult

tti achieve

Tfir hrsi v>urce of leverage is persuasion The mediator in anv

miKie must be able to point out the attractiveness of conciliation on

availabir terms and the unattractiveness of continued conflict, a

purelv communicaitve exercise independent of anv resources. For-

mer L b ^iretarv of State Henrv Kissinger, whose countrv was not

devoid of resources or the willingness to use them, nevertheless spent

long hours pjiniing verbal pictures of the future with and without

an agreement lor Lg\ptian. Svnan. and Israeli audiences His actions

mav not have been suffKieni in the last rounds of the withdrawal
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negotiations, but thev crriainlv were necessarv President Jimm\
Carter's mediation ai Camp David in September 1978 and in Cairo

and Jerusalem in March 1979 bear the same charactenstics of the

power and limiiauons of persuasion.

Mediation is unwelcome until ii can provide the other panv s

agreement to a solution viewed favorably b\ the hrsi part v. This

second source is the most problematic, and vet it is the basis of all

mediation The crucial moment m mediation comes when the me-

diator asks a panv s permission to tr\ for the others agreement to

a proposal: this exchange is the heart of the formulation mode. But

us success depends on the parties' need for a wav out of the impasse

of conflict—demonstrating the importance of the mutuallv "hurting

stalemate' as ?n element of the npe moment Chester Crocker, then

assistant secretary of state, and his team shuttled back and forth

between .Angola and South Afnca in search of attractive proposals

to carrv to each side, which were not forthcoming until the conditions

of 1988 nude the stalemate intolerable to both sides

The remaining sources of leverage use the conflict and the pro-

posed solutKm as their fulcrums. thus making manipulation their

primary mode of mediation Leverage denves from the mediators

ahiliix to tilt toward or awa\ Irom a partN and thereby to affect the

conditions ol a stalemate or a movement out of it The activity mav

be verbal, such as .i vote of condemnation, or more tangible, such as

\iMts. lood aid. or arms shipments The point of this leverage is to

worsen the dilemma of the parties that are rejecting mediation and

k> keep them in search of a solution

The mediator might shift weight to prevent one panv from losing

the tonllKi because the others victorx would produce a less stable

and heme less desirable situation Such activitv clearlv brings the

niediator ver\ closj- lo becoming a part\ to the conflict. .Arms to

Israel and MorcKto down payments on better relations with South

Africa jmi at)stentioris on L'\ votes are examples of L.S. shifts in

wrichi (luring various mediation processes The Soviet Union

threatened to shift wright av\av from India in the Security (Council

(icb.itr on ih<- Indi.-I'akisiani war. and Britain threatened to shift

Hfieht au.iinsi the I'atrioiic Front in Rhodesia Threats of this kind

<lemonsir.iit .i \»illini;ness to shift weight and are effective to the

rteirree iluii tfiev arc iK'lieved

The lasi source- ol the mediators leverage is the side pavment.

the Mihirn io »»hKh tin- term inrrae^ is usualU applied As weight

sfiiiiN jflrct the (oiiiinuinu tonflici. side payments mav be needed

to .luc'iii'io oi ciifLiiKc the- outcome to one or more parties. Side

|Kivnieiii^ tequifi- i oiisKleraNe resources and engagement from the
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mediators, thus thcv are rarciv made and arc certainU not the kev

to successful mediation. Yet when the outcome is not large enough

to provide sufficient benefits for both parties or to outweigh the

present or anticipated advantages of continued conflict, some source

of additional benefits is needed Side pavments mav be attached to

the outcomes themselves, such as ihird-partv guarantees or financial

aid in accomplishing changes required bv the agreement, or ihe\

ma\ be unrelated to the outcome itself, simplv additional benefits

that make agreement more attractive The graduated aid package

attached to the Israeli and Egyptian agreement to disengage in the

Sinai and then to sign a peace treatv is an example. Sometimes the

demand b\ the parties for side pavments mav be as extraneous to

agreement as is the source of their suppK

The pnncipal source of leverage is persuasion—the abilitv of the

mediator to reonent the parties' perceptions. Like anv kind of per-

suasion. the mediator s abilitv depends on manv different referents

that are skillfulK emplox-ed to make conciliation more attractive and

continuing conflict less so These referents mav include matters of

domestic welfare and political fortunes, risks and costs, prospects of

conimumg conflict and of moving out of it. reputations, soliditv of

allies support, world opinion, and the verdict of historv. among

others

The other basic element in leverage is need—the parties' need for

J M»luiK)n thai the\ cannot achieve b\ themselves, for additional

support in regional or global relations, and for a larger package of

pjvofts lo make J conciliatorv outcome more attractive Perception

ol this need can be enhanced b\ the mediator, but it cannot be

created oui ot nothing Side pavments with no relation to the out-

tome ol the confhn are effective onl\ insofar as thev respond to an

oxemdini; need ol the parties thai outweighs the depnvation of

(i)iuessi(i(is on the issues of the conflict itself Parties can be made

jujrt- ot needs ihai thev did not recognize before, particularlv when

ifu ihaiues of jssuaeing them seem out of reach The provision of

(.uUiii tr<M)p *\iilidrjv\jl from .Angola, which met South Africa s

need lor j countervailing reward, made the South Afncan troop

jiul adniiiiistrjtioo vMihdrjual from Namibu possible: vet this need

»*j> niii lormulatrd duniig the 1970s rounds of the mediation. Per-

suasion Dlien dependN on need, but then need often depends on

P<TSUJSI(III

Wlui do these ifurjiicnstits sa\ about powerful" versus "pow-

eiiess midijiors- I fir common distinction between "interested' ver-

sus (lisitiieTesuil mediators is less solid than might appear All

niecli.iii>i\ fjjvi interests mosi mediators are interested in the conflict
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situaiion in some wav. and "biased" mediators mav even have an

advanuge in access lo one or both of the parties. If mediation were

onlv persuasion, or "pure" persuasion, it would not matter who

practiced it. and entrv into the practice would be equally open to

anv silver-tongued orator. But mediation is more than simple per-

suasion, and the basis of effective persuasion is the abilitv to fulfill

both tangible and intangible needs of the parties The mediators

leverage is based therefore on the parties' need for the solution it is

able to produce and on its abilitv to produce attractive solutions from

each partN

As long as thev coordinate their activities, several mediators are

often better than one. .\lthough official mediators arc usuallv needed

as the chief actors and coordinators, unofficial (thai is. nonstatc)

mediators mav be effective persuaders and mav be useful in helping

to reorient the perceptions of the parties' values and opportunities.

If the required mode of mediation is low—limited to communica-

tion—and the felt need for a solution is high in both parties, informal

mediation mav be all thai is nccessarv to bnng the parties to nego-

tiation The higher the required mode, the lower the fell needs, the

more structural interests involving a third panv. and the more the

conflici involves states rather than nonstaie actors, the less likelv thai

informal medial ion can be an effective substitute for the official

attention of states Statesmen are noi necessarilv better mediators,

but thev can provide intercsi- and need-related services that informal

mediators cannoi handle.

Unofficial mediation m the Horn of .\fnca provides a good illus-

tration .A textb<H)k case of mediation was effected bv the World

Council of Churches and the .Ml-African Conference of Churches

in the southern Sudanese civil war in 1972 The church bodies

widened the perceptions of opporiunin among the parties and per-

suaded them to move lo resolution The mediators were noi un-

biased having closer ties with the southern Sudanese rebels than

with ihe goxernmeni. and were noi without means of leverage, being

able to threaten j resumption of supplies if the government broke

oil talks The sialemaic ihai had been building over the vears was

reinlorced b\ j mediaior-mduced perception of an attractive wav

out Jor both pariies The nonstaie mediator plaved a major role and

deser\e\ credii lor ihr operation the subsequent collapse of which

a decade later ua*. dut- lo other causes, noi to a failed mediation

bui behind iIk- nonstaie mediator stood an international organua-

iK»n— the asMMjni secreiarx general of the OAL .
.Mohammed Sah-

noun—and l)ehind him suhkI a mediator of last resort—ihe emperor

of LthH)pu Hailr Selassie .^t a number of telling points in the
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operation, state actors were needed because guarantees thai onK .1

state could provide were required

Nearlv iwo decades later, another pnvate mediation was attempted

in a related conHici between the Entrean rebels and the Ethiopian

povernmeni The pnvate mediator was a former head of state. Jimmv

Carter who was perceived in the held as carrving official backing,

although in fact he merelv kept Washington informed and carried

no more than official svmpath\ and interest The demarche re-

sponded to the parties" appeal and was carried out with dedication

and skill It tailed because the nature of the conflict changed during

the mediation The Tigrean rebellion entered the scene with its own

successes and caused an\ npeness in the previous moment to dissi-

pate The mediator was unable to persuade the parties of their

deadlock or of iheir need to find a wa\ oui and unable to respond

to anv of the parties needs for solutions, support, or side pavments

Carter was in contact with heads of state in the region and obtained

their svmpaihv and interest, even their benevolent neuiralitv during

the mediation Bui onl\ states could have supplied the missing ele-

meniv of support and side pavments. and even then there is no

gujranier ihai thev would ha\e been an\ more successful, especialh

gixen the absence of a nf>e moment
Main 01 her mediaiions ha\e benefited from a reversal of the roles

jxirtrjved in the Horn, that is. fr«>m informal support and assistance

III J medijiKHi performed b\ a state actor In Zimbabwe, and more

broadU m the Arab-Israeli dispute, manv pnvate efforts have helped

sireneiheii the context and prepare the terrain for official mediation

AlttHiuch jn\ efforts to improve premediation conditions make a

coniribuiKtn pnvate efforts to mediate in the Northern Irish. Falk-

Ijnrts ( vpruv and current .Arab- Israeli conflicts have been notorious

tjiluieN ki|K- moments and leveraged bu\-offs b\ state mediators

jir itir fnirs\jr\ incredienis. and even the\ ma\ not be sufficient

Conclutions

Mt>n iiiierrM jiul less leverage are involved in third-pari\ me-

(iijiHid ifuii isioinmonlv assumed .Adversanal parties and potential

mriii.iiiifs i\n h in.ikr an inieresi calt ulaiion that involves much more

ih.111 ih«- Miinnc veitlrmeni ol the dispute Their calculations include

rrlaiHiiiN .iiimhic iht- (onMidin^ parties and third parties and the

«oM> .111(1 tirii«tii\ ol all of (hem in Ixiih conflict and conciliation

l.«-\riji:f lofiirs Irom harnesMiig those interests and from third
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parties' abilitv lo plav on perceptions of needs—above all. on needs

for a solution

Mediation acu as a cataivst to negotiation. It facilitates the settle-

ment of disputes that parties ought to be able to accomplish on their

own if thev were not so absorbed in their conflict. Mediation becomes

necessary when the conflict is twice dominant: providing the elements

of the dispute and preventing parties from seeking and finding a

wav out. Even when it is successful, mediation can onlv cut through

some of those lavers. providing a means for the parties to live to-

gether despite their dispute: it does not provide deep reconciliation

or cancel the causes of the conflict. Left again to their own instincts,

the parties mav well fall out of their mediated settlement, and there

arc plenty of cases (often unstudied b\ analysts and practitioners

focusing on the moment of mediation) in which the hard-bargained

agreement subsequemlv fell apart under changed conditions or re-

vived enmities. For this reason, although the mediator is often

tempted to start a process and then slip awav as it develops its own

momentum, the mediator mav m fact be required to be more in-

volved in the regional striKture of relations after a mediation effort

than before \ei it musi not be a crutch forever, lest it become a

partv to the conflict This is the final challenge and dilemma of

mediation, the mediator must pa\ attention to follow-through and

monitonng to keep the peace and vet be able to disengage

Finallv. there renuins the question posed in ihe opening of this

chapter, about the effects of the apparent ending of the Cold War

on the prospects of conflici reduction through mediation It is im-

poriani to recogni/e that the underlying causes of conflict in the

Third World vmII remain unaffected bv the end of the Cold War

The end of L S Soviei nvalrv mav lead lo reduced interest in the

Third World and in thai case, the motivation of states to intervene

and mediate is also likelv iti decline

brcjuse o( reduced interest, the amouni of resources flowing to

the Third World is likelv U) dimmish Uith reduced resources to

invest in pursuing their goals b\ coercive means, manv Third World

afiors mav reach the piaieau ol j hurting stalenuie sooner than thev

w«tuld luivr under (^ild War circumstances With the local antago-

nists having' lewer resources ji their disposal, third parties mav find

II easier i<i persuade adversaries aboui ilir need to settle lor less than

tliev had lioped lot Although the moiivaiioii lo intervene and to

mediate mav dimmish the ahiliiv ol mediators to bring aboui a

seiilenieni mjv be enhanced Small and medium states, as well as

unofhcijl mediators mav ihuv Ix- aWr i<> plav larger roles than thev

v»erc ahJe to plav dunn^ the (.old War
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It remjins k. be >fen which will luvt- a i^rejiei i-ftt-ci on IhiKi

World conHicts— ihc diminished inoiix.nion to mt-diaie oi thr tii

hanccd capabiliiv lo produce results il mediation is attempted
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103d congress
1st Session

60

H. CON. RES. 181
Expressing the sense of the Congress that leaders in the Middle East should

consider establishing a Conference on Security- and Cooperation in the

Middle East

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATR'ES

NO\-EMBER 16. 1993

Mr Ho^tR (for himself. Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Cardin. Mr.

MrCLOSKEV. Mr FiSH. Mr. RICHARDSON, Mr. Wolf, Mr. Porter, and

Mr Markey) submitted the following concurrent resolution; which was

referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
E>qir('ssiuj: the sense of the Congress that leaders in the

Middle East should consider establishing a Conference

oti S«'curit\ and Cooperation in the Middle East.

Wljcn-iis It i.s in the interest of the I'nited States and the

uitrmatKinal coninninity to promote security and co-

oiMTatioii tlinmph democracy, human riphts. and the rule

of law 111 the Middle East;

WlKTrav recrni developments in the Middle East, including

the sifmini: of the hi.storic Declaration of Principles on

iMirniii Srlf-(i<>vernment Arrangements, have gfiven rise

to new hopes for a just and lastin^r peace and new oppor-

tuintn's for cooperation in the reprion;

74-255 0-94 (96)
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2

\Miereas the Conference on Security- and Cooperation in Eu-

rope has. since 1975, contributed to positive develop-

ments in Europe by pro\nding a comprehensive frame-

work for the consideration of questions relating: to secu-

rity, including a regime of confidence and security build-

iiig measures; cooperation in the fields of economics,

science and technology', and the en\ironment; and co-

operation in humanitarian and other fields; and

\Mioreas the framework and mechanisms of the Conference

on Siecunty and Cooperation in Europe, including those

devoted to conflict prevention, could ser\'e as useful mod-

els for enhancing security, promoting cooperation, and

protecting human rights in the Middle East: Now, there-

fore, he it

1 R{S()lv(d b]i ihf House of Representatives (the Seriate

2 vonritmnqi. That it is the sense of the Congress that

—

3 ( 1 ) It siiould be the policy of the Government

4 of the United States to encourage leaders in the

5 .Middlf East to consider establishing a Conference on

6 St'c\irity and Cooperation in the Middle East, mod-

7 cjcd (Ml the Conference on Security and Cooperation

8 Ml F^iiropf. as they attempt to overcome the legacy

9 of tile |)ast. strengthen peace and understanding,

10 and develop relations based on mutual respect and

11 (•(irifideMce. respect for human rights and the rule of

12 l;i\v. and economic cooperation; and

1? (J I the (iovernment of the United States, draw-

14 mi: uimii Its extensive experience in the Conference

. HCON mi IH
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3

1 on Security and Cooperation in Europe, should con-

2 suit with interested parties, including the Govem-

3 ment of the Russian Federation, to explore the pos-

4 sibilities for establishing a Conference on Security

5 and Cooperation in the Middle East.

G

HCON IRI IH
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III

103d congress
1st Session S. CON. RES. 52

Expressing the sense of the Congress that leaders in the Middle East should

consider establishing a Conference on Securitj- and Cooperation m the

Middle East.

IX THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

NovENfBER 17 (legislative day, No^'EMBER 2), 1993

Mr. DeConcixi (for himself. Mr. GraSSLB^", and Mr. D'Amato) submitted

the following concurrent resolution; which was referred to the Committee
on Foreign Relations

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
Expressiiip the sense of the Congress that leaders in the

Middle East should consider establishing a Conference

on Security and Cooperation in the Middle East.

\M»eri'as it is in the interest of the United States and the

international community to promote security- and co-

o})eration throuph democracy, human rights, and the rule

of law in tlu' Middle East;

Whereas recent developments in the Middle East, including

the signmg of the historic Declaration of Principles on

Interim Self-Gnvemment Arrangements, have given rise

to new hopes for a just and lasting peace and new oppor-

tunities for cooperation in the region;
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2

WTiereas the Conference on Security' and Cooperation in Eu-

rope has, since 1975, contributed to positive develop-

ments in Europe by providing a comprehensive frame-

work for the consideration of questions relating to secu-

rity', including a regime of confidence and security build-

ing measures; cooperation in the fields of economics,

science and technology, and the environment; and co-

operation in humanitarian and other fields; and

WTiereas the framework and mechanisms of the Conference

on Securirv- and Cooperation in Europe, including those

devoted to conflict prevention, could serve as useful mod-

els for enhancing securitv', promoting cooperation, and

protecting human rights in the Middle East: Now, there-

fore, be it

1 Resolved by the Senate (tlie House of Representatives

2 concnmng). That it is the sense of the Congress that

—

3 ( 1 ) it should be the policy of the Government

4 of the United States to encourage leaders in the

5 Middle East to consider establishing a Conference on

6 Security and Cooperation in the Middle East, mod-

7 eled on the Conference on Security and Cooperation

8 in Europe, as they attempt to overcome the legacy

9 of the past, strengthen peace and understanding,

10 and develop relations based on mutual respect and

1

1

confidence, respect for human rights and the rule of

12 law, and economic cooperation; and

13 (2) the Government of the United States, draw-

14 inp upon its extensive experience in the Conference

•8CON ftS IS
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3

1 on Security- and Cooperation in Europe, should con-

2 suit with interested parties, including the Govern

-

3 ment of the Russian Federation, to explore the pos-

4 sibilities for establishing a Conference on SecuritA-

5 and Cooperation in the Middle East.

o
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The Royal Palace,

Amman, Jordan

26th October, 1993

Qt^ ^^i^-vSt- 'Nb-C*/

It is with immense pleasure that I read reports of your interest in a framework of

security and cooperaton for the Middle East and of the testimony given by Messrs. Abba

Eban (former Foreign Mimster of Israel) and William Zartman, (Director of African Studies

at John Hopkms University) at a hearing of the Helsinki Commission on Security and

Cooperation of Europe which, on 14th October, you had the honour of co-chairing at the

American Congress.

As you probably know I have been campaigning for several years for the

estabhshment of a Conference on Security and Cooperation m the Middle East (C.S.C.M.E.).

I am delighted that you should have taken up this important feature of the politics of peace

which Jordan has pursued for more than a decade. C.S.C.E. has set up a precedent that we

should emulate so that we may be able to ensure the kind of progress which Europe has

managed to obtain Peace must be accompanied by a broad range of measures designed to

enhance secunt>- and cooperation and mcludes provisions on military and security issues,

economic, scientific, environmental and technological operation; as well as democratization

and human nghts I find myself m complete agreement with you when you declared that the

peace process could "fmd greater cohesion and direction in a C.S.C.E.-type content".

However. I am somewhat surpnsed by the response of both Eban and Zartman on the

desirability' of the process for the Middle East. The validity of Eban's reservation regarding

human nghts is questionable when we consider conditions in the former Soviet Union and

the East European satellites at the time the Helsinki process was convened. I see no reason

why the same endeavour m the Middle East could not lead to a similar conclusion. As for

"rogue states' in the region, I wonder what did Zartman think of the position of Romama
under Ceaujescu or Bulgana, to say nothing of the Soviet Union itself almost twenty years

ago when Helsinki was set m motion

21
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I urge you to maintain your interest and join our campaign for a worthy cause which

will undoubtedly give the peace, security and cooperation to which all the peoples of the

Middle East aspire and deserve, meaningfiil support

With my kind regards and best wishes.

^— ^ 0«^-i "^-^f^-^*^

\
P

[ -Wu-Lj. [jLox

El Hassan Bin Talal

Crown Prince of the

Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

Senator Dennis DeConcmi

United States of .\menca
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Introduction

Jordan has been for some time advocating a " regional approach " to the problems

of the Middle East. The aim is neither to evade specific issues that have to be

specifically tackled, nor to contradict other initiatives. Rather, Jordan's purpose has

been to evolve a global framework conducive to the resolution of the numerous

regional crises that ha\-e to be addressed each on its own merits.

One side effect of the Gulf crisis has been the emergence of calls for " new "

approaches to long-standing Middle East questions. " New security structure ", " new

regional order " and " ne^' thinking " in the Middle East have become increasingly

familiar terms. At the end of both World Wars, parallel sentiments for a new

world order emerged. As the history of this century attests, blue - prints

unfortunately did not work A similar outcome in the case of the Middle East must

now be avoided.

This note outlines Jordan's analytical approach to the challenges confronting its

region Its purpose is not to advocate particular solutions or blue - prints, but rather

to highlight a regional marrix that can serve as a useful framework of thought.

Regional factors (demography, resources, ideology } interact with security dimensions

(military, political, economic i. Such interaction generates complex regional problems.

Efforts, with poor results so far, have been concentrated mainly on military tools

for " containing " such challenges. The analysis illustrates Jordan's proposed

alternative approach A remedial expansion of the tools a\'ailable to deal with trans-

national issues can be achieved through emphasizing the political and economic

dimensions of security
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There is an increased awareness in the outside world of the socio - economic roots

of conflict in the Middle East. Authoritarian regimes and an apparent neglect of

festering problems by outside powers have contributed to the emergence of what has

been termed as the politics of despair. Demographic trends, the widening gap

between the " haves " and the " have nots " and corruption have in their turn

sparked off the economics of despair. This combination, the political economy of

despair, has led the entire region to an extremely precarious and explosive situation.

Democratization, freedom of expression, human rights and the accountability of

rulers provide a route towards the alternative political economy of peace, security

and progress.

The Note starts by considering Jordan's approach for a Conference on Security and

Cooperation in the Middle East in comparison with two other Helsinki - type

concepts for the region : the European concept for a CSCM ( Conference for

Security and Cooperation tn the Mediterranean ). and the American - Soviet idea for

CPCME ( Conference on Peace and Cooperation in the Middle East ). In the post -

Gulf -war period, emphasis on the triangle of Arms Control / Energy Policy / Debt

and Regional Development can perhaps best contribute to evolving a trans - national

approach to the challenges of peace.

CSCM, CPCME and CSCME

A number of proposals have been made for extending a Helsinki - type approach to

the Middle East. Three separate but parallel initiatives have evolved in Europe, the

United Slates and the Middle East.

3-
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1 . Europe : Inspired by the Helsinki Process ( CSCE }, certain European

nations have initiated efforts towards a Conference on Security and Cooperation in

the Mediterranean ( CSCM ). This has so far involved four European Community

nations ( Portugal. Spain, France, and Italy ), five Arab countries ( Morocco,

Algeria, Tunisia, Libya and Mauritania ) as well as Malta. This effort was supported

by the " Charter of Paris for a New Europe " which was adopted by the 34

member states in their CSCE summit in November 1990. The Charter, in the

section devoted to the Mediterranean, states that " We consider that the fundamental

political changes that have occurred in Europe have a positive relevance to the

Mediterranean region. Thus, we will continue efforts to strengthen security and

cooperation in the Mediterranean as an important factor for stability in Europe. We

welcome the Report of the Palma de Mallorca Meeting on the Mediterranean, the

results of which wc all support "

.

The process envisajicd by CSCM has three contexts :

Security

The Economic dimension

The Human Dimension and the development of human rights, cultural dialogue

and religious tolerance

The obiective is to cimvene a CSCM that should be operational in 1993. An ad hoc

Preparatory Committee ts to be created for this purpose by the end of 1991. One

idea for launching the process is through an " admission ticket " approach. Potential

participants can subscribe to a minimal standard of common ideas ( such as respect

for territorial integrity, rejection of force, stopping arms race). The organisers of

CSCM emphasize thai there is no contradiction with other schemes like : setting up a

nevi securin, organizannn . inter- Arab and inter - regional negotiation for a system of

4-
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cooperation in the Gulf: a peace conference to solve specific issues. They stress

that, to the contrary, a Helsinki - type approach for agreeing on rules and principles

for coping globally with the issues in the area could be very useful to any other

type of diplomatic or political initiative devoted to solving specific issues. Relevant

United Nations resolutions (from 1945 to 1991 ) can be used to provide the

political and legal basis for solving appropriate questions.

2. The United States : in October. 1990 a joint US - Soviet Task Force

called for a new comprehensive strategy for the Middle East and recommended that

the US and Soviet governments should jointly convene, under UN auspices, a

Conference on Peace and Cooperation in the Middle East ( CPCME ). This initiative

involves the American group Search for Common Ground (SCG ) and the Institute

of the World Economv and International Relations (IMENO ) of the Soviet Academy

of Sciences.

This effort aims at establishing a framework for new approaches, ideas and

hinktng about a variet\ of issues, or " baskets ", in the Middle East such as :

Arms Control - conventional and non • conventional.

Arab-Israeli Peace.

The Lebanese Crisis.

The Gulf

Regional Economic Development and Cooperation.

Human Rights and Democratic Freedoms.

5 •
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Search for Common Ground considers that CPCME can be innovative in providing

Something for Everyone.

Formlessness.

Flexible Baskets.

Flexibility in Form and Language.

Starting a Political Process.

Equality of Participants.

3 . Jordan : Conference for Security and Cooperation in the Middle

East ( CSCME )

Jordan's conceptual approach is based on viewing regional security through three

basic route maps : military, political and economic. " Landmarks " or factors on

this route map fall into three main groupings : firstly People ( demography ) ;

secondly Resources I Environment and thirdly Ideology I Activism. Graphically, this

concept can he illustrated in the form of a regional matrix. The three security

dimensions are represented on the horizontal axis and the three groups of factors

on the vertical axis :

Securit\-

Milliard- Political Economic

People

Resources
Environment

Ideology I

Activism

-6
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This matrix can be extended to varying degrees (see Matrix A and Matrix A'

}

through sub - dividing regional factors into their constituent parts. Thus Resources I

Environment can be sub - divided into : Oil, Water. Land and Debt for example.

Ideology I Activism can be sub - divided into such parameters as Radicalism,

Terrorism and Arrriaments. Problems generated by these regional factors can be

tackled through military, political and economic instruments. Thus border disputes,

classifies under " Land ", have been invariably dealt with in the region through

military means.

Viewing the region through this matrix can reveal vividly the emphasis placed so

far on the military dimension as an instrument to respond to challenges. The

existing matrix is rich in military and internal security tools ( Matrix A ).

Demography is controlled by police state methods.

Radicalism and terrorism arc refuelled by the lack of democracy and the absence of

freedom of expression Claims on water rights and land are invariably settled by

military force In the Gulf alone there have been no fewer than 22 active border

disputes since 1900. Desert Shield and Desert Storm, originally conceived to meet

external Soviet threat, had to be dusted - off and put into action to face a threat

from within the region Military debts are easily accumulated as eager suppliers of

arms compete for customers. The area has been one of the main world markets

for armaments Expenditures on arms in the Gulf reached hundreds of billions of

dollars in the last t\%o decades to no avail. In short, the existing situation is what

has been depicted as the political economy of despair.

The approach advocated by Jordan aims at inverting, so to speak, the existing

military - rich matrix The political and economic dimensions of the matrix can be

stimulated bv a number of practical measures ( Marrix A') Thus democratization

7-
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and human rights should replace repression and police - state controls. Border and

water rights disputes can be referred to the International Court of Justice or

international arbitration. The European proposal for a CSCM is one peaceful

approach for dealing with inter - regional demographic problems. The economic

background to the Intifada and the regional demographic implications of the

dispossession of the -Palestinians are neglected facets of the Arab - Israeli conflict.

They need to be soberly assessed in terms of Israel, the Occupied Territories and

the GCC countries. These examples illustrate the instruments needed for evolving

the political economy of peace and progress.

A most effective and timely approach to extend the Helsinki process to the Middle

East is through a three - pronged strategy based on Energy Policy. Arms Control

and Debt Reduction. These strategies imply the involvement not only of the

regional players but also of relevant outside powers who happen to be members of

the CSCE i the few exceptions are Japan, Brazil and China ). This group of

nations are integrally involved with the three dimensions of Energy, Arms and

Debts in the Middle East They are the main consumers of Middle East energy.

The\ arc its main suppliers of armaments. And they are its main creditors.

a) Energy Policy :
" Energy "

is conspicuously absent from the 1992

objectives in Europe At the European Council meeting of June 1990 in Dublin, a

proposal was made for the creation of a European energy nen\-ork. This vision of

a pan European energy community from the Atlantic to the Urals provides another

channel for economic cooperation between the EC and Eastern Europe including the

Soviet Union The eruption of the Gulf crisis has focussed further attention on this

concept of tapping Soviet energy reserxes in return for the transfer of technology

and capital \^'lthln the context of the Middle East, what is needed is a balanced

energ\ policy amnm^ the main importers of oil not only in Europe but also in North

10-
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America and the Far East. The purpose is not to subjectively refer to " cheap oil

or " expensive oil ". Rather it is to evolve an alternative to the highly politicized

confrontation betv,-een buyers and sellers. A comprehensive approach including the

orderly development of alternative energy sources is a priority form the highly

industrialized nations as well as for the oil producers, the 34 member states of the

CSCE include all the major importers except for Japan. The CSCE can be used as

an umbrella that transcends the international Energy Agency ( lEA ) to evolve a

rational energy strategy based on the principles of the Charter of Paris. The section

on Economic Cooperation in the Charter in fact states that " We are determined to

give the necessary impetus for cooperation among our states in the fields of

energy, transport and tourism for economic and social development. We welcome,

in particular, practical steps to create optimal conditions for the economic and

rational development of energy resources, with due regard for environmental

considerations ". It should not be too cumbersome to include Japan and other

nations ( e.g China I in this effort. The confrontation between buyers and sellers

( lEA and OPEC i ought to be superseded by a more productive approach.

Monopsony \s Monopoly lead to instability.

In fact the Netherlands proposed at the Paris Summit a " European Energy Charter

to evolve a cooperative framework that assures stable supplies, stimulates central

and East European production and safeguards the environment. It only makes

sense m include the Middle East ( the Gulf as well as the Maghreb ) in such a

frames*, ork Apart from the dependence of Europe on oil from the Gulf, there is

an increasint: level of importation of gas from the Maghreb. Gas pipelines across

the Mediterranean already link Maghreb producers with Italy and soon Spain,

Portugal and possibly France and Germany.

JI
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b) Arms Control : The economics of the defence industry in the advanced

countries make it prohibitively expensive for the industrial nations to equip their

own armed forces viith the best equipment unless their manufacturers find export

outlets. Paradoxically, the easing of tensions in Europe and the success of

negotiations on Conventional Forces in Europe ( CFE ), Confidence - and Security •

Building Measures (CSBM } and Mutual and Balanced Force Reductions ( MBFRs ),

have had a negative impact on the developing countries. European armaments slated

for destruction in accordance with the CFE Treaty have been increasingly transferred

outside Europe. The CFE treaty does not include provisions prohibiting the transfer

of armaments from European and North American manufacturers to the developing

world including the Middle East. The ceilings placed on main weapons systems in

Europe make it increasingly important for manufacturers to find alternative markets.

Unless this matter is urgently tackled, the arms race in the Middle East will be

exacerbated in the post - Gulf war period. The twelve main exporters of armaments

are members of the CSCE except for Israel. China and Brazil.

c) Debt Reduction : All the non - oil producing countries in the Middle East

suffer from major external debt problems. These problems are linked in no small

way to the preceding issue of armaments Unlike Eastern Europe, so far no

concept of regional economic stabilization has emerged for the Middle East. Debt -

ridden countries depend on hand - outs and subsidies coupled with IMF structural

adjustments and austcrm programmes This approach has increased tensions ber^'een

the haves and the have-nots in the region and has provided a fertile socio-

economic environment for radicalism A cornerstone of the new debt strategy under

the CSCME is arms control The successful implementation of arms control and

arms reduction will release substantial funds that were previously wasted on

armaments. Countries abiding by such a process will qualify for the systematic and

12
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measured reduction of existing debts ( most of which were accumulated through

arms purchases in the first place ). A cursory look at most indebted nations in the

Middle East reveals that most, if not all. would no longer need continuous

subsidies if the existing debt overhang is removed ( this includes Turkey. Israel

and Iraq ). The key issue, however, is not the write - off of debts in a vacuum.

It should be part of an arms control and reduction package coupled with

appropriate economic adjustment policies ( stabilization and structural adjustments ).

To assist in this process, a Regional Debt Sinking Fund can be set - up by the oil

rich countries in the area to share the burden with the CSCE countries in the debt

reduction process. The application of the arms control process on the oil countries

themselves will help release significant resources from their defence budgets.

The second pillar of the proposed debt reduction strategy is a regional socio -

economic package. A Regional Development fund should be established to provide

investment capital for those countries implementing stabilization and adjustment

programmes. National and regional infra - structural programmes should be

integrated to the extern possible. Water, energy, transport and telecommunications

regional sectoral plans should be evolved. These can become the leading sectors in

the economic revnahzation of the post - war Middle East. Water, energy and

transport can be viewed as the " steel and coal " for a new Middle East community

including the non Arab states of the region. A study by the World Bank has

shown that in the past, only 5 ^ of the financial surplus of the oil rich countries

was invested in the region There is a need to evolve a neM- investment criteria

and a ne^ basis for calculating rates of return, to help channel part of the

remaining 95 ^c into the region

13-
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To avoid disaster for itself and the world, the Middle East urgently needs a

remedial expansion of the tools a\'ailable to promote interdependence both intra - and

inter regionally. A utilitarian " worked out rights " approach has to replace the

ethical " intrinsic rig} -.s
" approach before a meaningful cooperative strategy can

emerge. What is needed is to institutionalize a new regional development thinking

based on mutual gains and interests ( both economic and social ). Appropriate cost -

benefit criteria at the regional level have to be evolved and applied to sectoral

projects such as water, energy and transportation. Welfare economics has extensive

tools relating to social cost benefit analysis that can be extended to an intra -

regional context ... To use the economic jargon, what is needed is to identify

" externalities "
( i.e. external socio - economic benefits to the region from particular

investments ) and internalize their effects ( by transforming the incidental benefit into

a product for which a price is charged ). This can apply not only to water, energy

and transportation but also to education and manpower migration. A number of

multilateral agencies ( such as the World Bank j can easily provide the technical

expertise needed to evolve a new investment criteria for the region. Creative

investment plans can. on the basis of such a ne\^- investment criteria, transform the

existing regional Zero-sum game into a scenario of mutual gains and reconstruction.

-14
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l%n»i P»m%mtn Omatraton of Pnncows

A Commitment to Peace: Signing of

The Israeli-Palestinian Declaration

Of Principles

Text of Declaration of Principles

On Interim Self-Government Arrangements

Following is trie Imrt ol the Declaration

ot Pmaples betnteen the Government

ol the State ot Israel and the P L O
team (in the JorxlanianPalestinian

delegation to the Mxidle East Peace
Conlerence) signed in Washington.

DC. Sepiemt)er 13 1993 and released

by the Ottce ol the Spokesman

The Government of the Stale of Israel

and the P.L.O. team (in the Jordanian-

Palettinian delef^tion to the Middle

East Peace Conference) (the 'Palestin-

ian Delegation~), repreaentjnf; the

Palestinian people. a(;r«e that it is time

to put an end to decades of confronta-

tion and conllicl. recoftniie their mutual

legitimate and political nf^ts. and

tlnve to live in peaceful coexistence

and mutual dignity and secunty and

achieve a jusl, lastini; and comprehen-

sive peace settlement and hisUinc

reconciliation throuj^ the af^reed

political process Acrording:*/. the two

sides a|;ree to the followin); pnnciples

Anicie I

AIM OF THE NEGOTIATIONS

The aim of the liraelil'alestinian

nef^tiation* wilhin the rurrenl Middle

East peace pnicess is, amonf^ other

thinKs. to esLabliah a Palestinuui

lnt«nm Self-<iovemment Authority,

the elected (Uiuncil (the "<^ncil"l, for

the Palenlinian people in the Wml
Hank anil the (iau Stnp. for a transi

tlonal prniHl n>.l earevMinf fi*e years,

le^ilin^ !•• a (wrmanent iwltlvmenl

b^M^l iin >«*ojril) (Uiunnl KeMilulMinr

^4;; anil ;l:l^

It I* umlersluMl that the intenm

arran^menis are an intr|;ml part nf

the Mhiiie prarr pmresa antl thai th«>

neiPitialHinii on the prrmanent sLbIuk

<k ill leail 111 the imptemenlatmn nf

.>e<-uni) I iHjncil KeaolutHins 2t^ and

FRAMEWORK FOR
THE INTERIM PERIOD

The a(;FPeil framevmrk for the interim

penod is set fnrth in this Declaration nf

Principles

Article III

ELECTIONS

1 . In order that the Palestinian people

in the West Bank and Gaza Strip may
govern themselves according to

democratic pnnciplea. direct, free and

general political elections will be held

for the Council under agreed super^-i-

sion and international observation,

while the Palestinian police will

ensure public orrler.

2. An aRTeement will be concluded

on the exact mode and conditions of the

elections in accordance with the pro-

tocol attached as Annex I. with the goal

of holding the elections not later than

nine months after the entr>' into force

of this Declaral ion of Principles.

3. These elections will constitute a

significant interim preparator>- step

toward the realization of the legitimate

rights of the Palestinian people and

their just requirementa.

Article IV

JURISDICTION

Junsdirtion of the (".ouncil will cover

Wrst Hanti jml l^.iz;i Stnp territory,

except for ii>ues that will be negoti-

ale<l in the permanent status

negutiatHins The two sides view the

West Hank and the Gaza Stnp as a

single lemtonal unit, whose integrity

will be preserveil iluring the interim

pen*«l

Article V

TRANSITIONAL PERIOD
AND PERMANENT STATUS
NEGOTIATIONS

1. The five-year transitional penod

will begin upon the withdrawal from

the Gaza Strip and Jencho area

2. Permanent sutus negotiations

will commence as soon as possible, but

not later than the beginning of the

"~ third year of the inlenm penod. be-

tween the Ojvernment of Israel and

the Palestinian people representatives.

3. !t IS understood that these

negotiations shall mver remaining

issues, including- Jerusalem, refugees,

settlements, secunty arrangement,*,

borders, relations and cooperation with

other neighbors, ami other issues of

common iniere.-l

4. The two fiarties agree that the

outcome of the permanent status

negotiations should not be prejudiced

or preempted by agreements reached

for the interim period.

Article VI

PREPARATORY TRANSFER OF
POWERS AND RESPONSIBIUTIES

1. Upon the entry into force of this

Declaration of Principles and the

withdrawal from the Gaza Stnp and

the Jencno area, a transfer of authonty

from the I.sraeli military government

and Its Civil Administration to the

authoriseii Palestinians for this task, as

detailed herein, will commence This

transfer of authonty will be of a

preparatory nature until the inaugura-

tion of the Council.

2. Immediately after the entry into

force of this Declaration of I'nnciples

and the withdrawal from the Gaza

Stnp and Jericho area, with the view to

promoting economic development in

the West Bank and Gaza Stnp. author-

ity will be transferred to the

Palestinians on the following spheres

education and culture, health. siiCiai

welfare, direct taxation, and tounsm

The Palestinian side will commence in

building the Palestinian police force, as

agreed upon. Pending the inauguration

of the Council, the two parties may

negotiate the transfer of additional

piiwen> and resfmnsihilities. as agrewl

upon
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Article VII

INTERIM AGREEMENT

1. The Uracil mnd Paleitinian delega-

tions «iall negotiate an agreement on

the inlenm penod (the "Inienm
Agreement")

2. The Intenm Agreement shall

tpecif>'. among other things, the

•Iructure of the Council, the number of

It* member*, and the transfer of

power* and responsibilities from the

Israeli mililar>- government and its

Civil Administration to the Council

The Inlenm Agreement shall ai»o

specif)- the Council's executive author-

ity, legislative authority in accordance

with Article IX below . and the indepen-

dent Palestinian judicial organs

3. The Intenm Agreement shall

include arrangements, to be impi*--

mented upon tne inauguration of tnr

Council, for the a»»umpiion b\ tne

Council of all of the powers and

responsibilities transferred previousl.v

in accordance with Article VI above

4. In order to enable the Council to

promote economic growth, upon lU

inauguration, the Council will establish,

among oiner thingv. a I'alestiniar

Electncit) Authorit). » Caii Se* Hon
Authoril).a Halesimun I>r«eiupment

Hank, a Halralmian Ktpurt Promotion

Hoard :• I'iiestinmr f.nxin.nmenu

Autnorit) a I'^ietlmnn i^n.l Auinor

Ity and a Haiestinur \Smer
Adminislratinn Autni>ril) . snd anj

otner Auih'Tilie* «gT«^»] Ufr. ir

accordanc*' »iin the Inierim Agri

«

mem tha" <»il sprCiS Ihn' |>>»rr> anil

re*piin>ih,i.i>e>

5 After inr inaururatinn of the

Coonr. th. < .« Ail"-.nii>lrj;i"'- «•

.

be dii>~'.>t». ^rv.l ir..- Uri«-. mi..:jr>

gn^emrfM-r- M . i«- M.ThiiniMf

Anici« VIII

PUBUC ORDER AND SECURITY

In om^r 1.. puarsnie^ fiuri.ir ttnirr anri

nterr.j wnj'-'v f«'r |rr l'ii.r»lin,^r« f
'

tne ^e«' h<r. an.j th-(,ai- Mrii thi-

CliW" ». r»Ub..»K • slriinp f»...r»

furfv •hi.^ l»r«» • ... c.r.linur I.

carT\ the re«|«>na.ti.: •, f-tr drfen»1.np

agaifot eiiern*' ihm:> ar -e:. •• tnr

the-* I'-letT'.rf fcef\(r.!\ a*^-! Injh'f^ "fil*-'

ltra»li-Pa»iimMn DeclMrauon ol Pnnoeiai

Article IX

LAWS AND MILITARY ORDERS

1. The Council will be empowered to

legislate, in accordance with the

Intenm Agreement, within all authori-

ties transferred to it

2. Both parties will review jointly

laws and military- orders presently in

force in remaining spheres

Article X

JOINT ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN
UAISON COMMITTEE

In order to provide for a smooth

implementation of this Declaration of

Principles and any subsequent agre«-

menu pertaining to the interim penod.

upon the entry into force of this

Declaration of Pnnciples. a Joint

Israeli-Palestinian Liaison Committee

w ill be established in order to deal

with issues requinng coordination,

other issues of common interest, and

disputes.

Artlcia XI

ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN
COOPERATION IN ECONOMC
FIELDS

Recogniiing the mutual benefit of

cuuperaiion in promoting the develop-

ment of the West Hank, the Caia Stnp

snd Israel, upon the entry into force of

this Declaration of Pnnciples. an

Israeli-Palestinian Economic Coopera-

tion Committee will be established in

order to develop and implement in a

cooperative manner the programs

identified in the protocols attached as

Annex 1 1 1 anil Annex I

\'

Artlcl* XII

UAISON AND COOPERATION
WTTH JORDAN AND EGYPT

The tvm panies will invite the Govern-

mrnui of Jordan and Egypt to

uaniripate in establishing further

iMitun and cooperation arrangements

beioeen the Government of Israel and

the Palestinian representatives, on the

one hand, and the Governments of

Jonijn anil Egypt, on the other hand,

t.. promote c<Miperation between them

Thr«r »rr-angrmenu» will include the

r..n.iuuii.in i.f a (Continuing Committee

tr J- » :. ilrruli- h\ agreement on the

modalities of admission of wrsor.r

displaced from the Wes: Hank an^;

Gaza Strip in 1967. together witr

neeetaary measures to prevent disrui-

tion and disorder Other matters of

common concern will be dealt with b;.

this Committee

Article XIII

REDEPLOYMENT
OF ISRAEU FORCES

1. After the entr\- into force of this

Declaration of Pnnciples. and not later

than the eve of elections for the

Council, a redeployment of Israeli

military forces in the West Bank and

the Gaza Stnp will take place, in addi-

tion to withdrawal of Israeli forces

carried out in accordance with Article

XIV
2. In redeploying its military

forces. Israel will be guided by the

principle that its military forces should

be redeployed outside populated areas.

3. Further redeployment* to

pecified location* will be gradually

implemented commensurate with the

•aaumption of re*pon*ibility for public

order and internal security by the

Palestinian police force pursuant to

Article VI 11 above.

Article XIV

ISRAEU WITHDRAWAL FROM THE
GAZA STRIP AND JERICHO AREA

Israel will withdraw from the Gaza

Stnp and Jericho area, as detailed in

the protocol attached as Annex II.

Article XV

RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES

1 . Disputes ansing out of the applica-

tion or interpretation of this

Declaration of Pnnciples, or any subse-

quent agreements pertaining to the

intenm period, shall be resolved by

negotiations through the Joint Liaison

Committee to be established pursuant

to Article X above

2. Disputes which cannot be settled

by negotiations may be resolved by a

mechanism of conciliation to be agreed

upon by the parties

3. The parties may agree to submit

to arbitration disputes relating to the

interim period, which cannot be settled

ie.-»-oe- 'MJ
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through conciliation To this end. upon

the agreennenl of both pames. the

partieK will establish an Arbitration

Committee

Anicie XVI

ISRAEU-PALESTINIAN
COOPERATION CONCERNING
REGIONAL PROGRAMS

Both parties view the multilateral

working groupt as an appropriate in-

strument for promoting a "Marshall

Plan." the reponal program* and other

programs, including special progrrms

for the West Kank and Gaza Stnp. as

indicated in the protocol attached a.i

Annex 1^

Article XVII

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

1. This Declaration of Principles w ill

enter into forre one month afler its

(igning

2. All protoeola annexed to this

Declaration of Pnnciples and Agreed

Minutes pertaining thereto shall be

regarded as an integral part hereof

DONF. at Washington. I) C . this

thirteenth day of September. 1903

For the f;>.%ernmer; ..f Urof'

(Slll*'V I'l Kl.-

For the
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of cooperation in the manapemem of

water resources in the VVest Hank and

Gaza Strip, and will include proposal?

for studies and plans on water n(;hls of

each party, as well as on the equitable

utiliiation of joint water resources for

implementation in and beyond the

mtenm period

2. Cooperation in the field of

electncit> . including an Electncits

Development Hropram. w hich wnll also

»pecif\ the mode of cooperation for the

production, maintenancf .
purchase and

tale of electricity resources

3. Cooperation in the field of

enerjjy . includinpan Knerp Develop-

ment }'Tofrram. which will provide for

the exploitation of oil and gat for

industnai purposes, particularly in the

Caza Stnp and in the Nejfev. and w ill

encourac farmer joinl expl<i>L3iian of

otner enerp> resnurcr> Tnis i'n»cTani

may alsn pmvide form.- conslructior

of a Petrochemical inaustrial complex

in the Gaza Strip and the construction

of oil and |ras pipelines

4. Cooperation in the field of

finance, including a Financial Develop-

ment and Action J*ro(Tam for the

encourapemrni of internal uinal invest

mem in Ihr ^Ve»t hani> and the Gjzj

Stnp. and in Ivme.. a.- well a> tnr

etiahlishmeni of a Palestinian Develo)-

ment han^
5 ( €..|.-rjlM.r If th.- firul i'

tran»i"'rt ann nurmumrjlMin- tnriuil

ineaHrnCTarr whirr » ill defint-

guiilrhnr^ f.ir tn^ r>tjbli»nmrnl •'

j

(<aZi> !v.i l'"r Ar»j and will pni» uir

for tn* t^Uitu.^ninc nf inanxxn anil

communiratiitn* i.n*-* !•. anil fmm thr

V\.".; \\jr, jr ! in.- i.^zj .Mnp li. iTif

an.) |.<.!n^-r..j'!r..-. |r jil.i ti'T ih.-

l*r..t-rj" w. |.»...,.i.-t - r.lrr^n•^•..l|•

tn^• Pfrr»^i'* o«n«!'%ir'. i.in i.f ro^il-

rjuwjv- r*i*»*nunirj!."r* lint-- •-1.

6 t .«.|»'rj; i..r iv inr Cif ..I •'< trail!

inriurtin,.- .•;i.i.». a"'! Tra.i.- I*r..'»<..!i--

Hri.CTjn - • R.r^ m 1.. r'>i ..uTji.'V I'Cj

rep-r^. ar.: "ir» rvp...nj. irail.- a-

»!•'. a- a lra« <:U:\ 'luilv if rrralint'

trrt- iraiii- »•'"«•• 1** tr.- i.ara Sirtp af^.:

If |«rar n-jrua. »r«-f«- !• !'..•-' f'-nf

anil nmUm-rA:-'*" in i.;fir' ^r^-^ rriatr»l

ti- trail.- an. J r..fT>mirrr»

Israeli Paiesitnian Decaration oi Pnncioiei

7. Cooperation in me field of

industry, including Industrial Develop-

ment Programs, which will provide for

the establishment of joint Israeli-

Palestinian Industrial Research and

Development Center*, w ill promote

Palestinian-Israeli joint ventures, and

provide guidelines for cooperation in

the textile, food, pharmaceutical,

electronics, diamonds, computer and

science-based industries

8. A program for cooperation in.

and regulation of. labor relations and

coo(>eration in social welfare issues

9. A Human Resources Develop-

ment and Cooperation Plan, providing

for joint Israeli-Palestinian workshops

and seminars, and for the establish-

ment of joint vocational training

centers, research institutes and data

banks

10 An Environmental Protection

Plan, providing for jnint and/or coordi-

nated measures in this sphere

11. A program for developing

coordination and cooperation in the

field of communication and media

12. Any other programs of mutual

interest

ANNEX IV

PROTOCOL ON ISRAELI-

PALESTINIAN COOPERATION
CONCERNING REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

1 The I w II mle- will cooperate in thf

niniril i.f the multilateral peace efforts

in pnimntinga Development Program

f.ir the rrpon. including the West Hank

anil ihr (,aza Sirifi. In be iniliateil h\

the ('. '. Thr parties will request the

i; T I., s^rk thf |>arIiriiution in Ihi-

fr.vT.i'^ I.f i.Jh.T inlHr.-slpil stiilrs.

»urr .1* memU-r^ of Ih*- (>rg:ini.s;iliiin

(. ' 1 i..n.imir ( i-.in-ratMin anil l)eve.-

' Arah slates anil

.r-il as memlHTs of tht-

repii

2 Tn." Dr»el..pmenl i'mgr-jm » il

Consist of twii rlt*menls

M ar. Kciin.imir Development

Pr..i.T-an- for tnr Wes! llank ami

mr i.ai.1 Sinp
I a llrponal I'mnomic Devrlo|s-

m.r: l-roiT-an.

A Tlr l.o r.-., 1.. ...
Program f.rtnf \St-s' h.i-,- .,

the Gaza Strip w,.i ens-: •.•' :r.

following elements

(1) A Socia! Rehahi];la;i.'r lY-

gram. including a Housing an.i

Construction Program

(21 A Small and Medium Business

Development Plan

(3) An Infraslruciure Developmer,-.

Program (water, electricity . transpi'r-

tation and communications, etc

iA) A Human Resources Plar.

l.Si Otner programs

B The Regional F.cnnomic Devel-

opment Program may consist of the

following elements

(1) The establishment of a Middle

F.ast Development Fund, as a first

step, and a ^illidle F.a5i Development

bank, as a second step

(2) The development of a join!

Israeli-Palestinian^lordanian Plan for

coordinated exploitation of the Dead

Sea area

(3) The Mediterranean Sea (Gaza)-

Dead Sea Canal

(4) Reponal Desalinization and

other water development projects

(.i) A reponal plan for agricultural

development, including a coordinated

reponal effort for the prevention of

desertification

(C) Interconnection of electricity

grids

(7) Reponal cooperation for the

transfer, distribution and industrial

exploiution of gas. oil and other energy

resources

(SI A Reponal Tourism. Transpor-

tation and Telecommunications

Development Plan

(ill Regional ciHi|)erali"n in other

sphere-

3. The two sides will encourage

the multilateral working groups, and

w ill coordinale towards their success

The two parties will encourage inler-

sessional activities, as well as

pre-feasihilny and feasibility studies,

w iinin tne various mulliliiieral working

groups
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AGREED MINUTES TO THE
DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES
ON INTERIM SELF-GOVERNMENT
ARRANGEMENTS

A. GENERAL UNDERSTANDINGS
AND AGREEMENTS

Any powers and responsibilities

transferred to the Palestinians pursu-

ant to the Declaration of Principles

prior to the inauguration of the Council

will be subject to the same principles

pertaining to Article IV. as set out in

these Agreed Minutes below

B. SPEOFIC UNDERSTANDINGS
AND AGREEMENTS

It is understood that

1. Junsdiclion of the Council will cover

West Bank and Gaza Strip lernlor>'.

except for issues that will be negoti-

ated in the permanent sutus negotia-

tions; Jerusalem, settlemenla. military

locations, and Israelis.

2. The Council's jurisdiction will

apply with regard to the agre«d

powers, responsibilities, spheres and

authoriues transferred lo it.

Article Vl(2)

It IS agreed that the transfer of

authonty will be as follows

1. The Palestinian side will inform the

Israeli side of the names of the

authorised Palestinians who will

aasume the powers, authorities and

responsibilities that will be transferred

to the PaJestinians according to the

Declaration of Principles in the folio*

ing fields education and culture.

Israai-Ptlasnruan Oudarnon of Pnnaomi

health, social welfare, direct taxation,

lounsm. and any other aulhonties

agreed upon.

2. It is understood that the nghu
and obligations of these offices will not

be affected.

3. Each of the spheres described

above will continue lo enjoy existing

budgetary allocations in accordance

with arrangements lo be mutually

agreed upon. These arrangements also

will provide for the necessary adjust-

ments required in order to take into

account the taxes collected by the

direct taxation ofTice.

4. Upon the execution of the

Declaration of Principles, the Israeli

and Palestinian delegations will

immediately commence negotiations

on a detailed plan for the transfer of

authority on the above offices in

accordance with the above understand-

ings

Anicie vil(2)

The Interim Agreement will also

include arrangements for coordination

and cooperation.

Article Vll(5)

The withdrawal of the military govern-

ment will not prevent Israel from

exercising the powers and responsibili-

ties not transferred to the Counal

Article VIII

It IS understood that the Interim

Agreement will include arrangemenU

for cooperation and coordination

between the two parties in this regard

It IS also agreed that the transfer of

powers and responsibilities to the

Palestinian police will oe accomDiisne.:

in a phased manner. a.o apreeH in int-

Intenm Agreement

Anicle X

It IS agreed that, upon the entr>- into

force of the Declaration of Principles,

the Israeli and Palestinian delegations

will exchange the names of the indi-

viduals designated by them as

membersof the Joint Israeli-Palestin-

ian Liaison Committee It is further

agreed that each side will have an equa!

number of members in the Joint

Committee The Joint Committee will

reach decisions by agreement The

Joint Committee may add other

technicians and experts, as necessar\

The Joint Committee wnll decide on the

frequency and place or places of its

meetings

ANNEX II

It 18 understood that, subsequent to the

Israeli withdrawal. Israel will continue

to be responsible for external security,

and for internal secunty and public

order of settlements and Israelis.

Israeli military forces and civilians may

continue to use roads freely within the

Gaza Strip and the Jericho area.

DONE at Washington. DC, this

thirteenth day of September, 1993

For the Government of Israel:

(Shimon Peres)

FortheP.L.O.:

(Maiimoud Abbas)

Witnessed By;

The United States of America;

(Warren Christopher)

The Russian Federation;

(Andrei Kozykev)
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Isrweit-JorOanian Common Agenda

Israel and Jordan Initial

Common Agenda

Text of the Common Agenda

Following is the lert ol the Common
Agenaa Oetween Israel and Jordan

IJordan and Israelj initialed m Wash
ington. DC September. 14 1993 and
released oy trie Ottice ol trie Spokes
man

A. Coal

Th* «chiev»mfni of a ju»t. lastinp

and comprehensive peace between the

Arab Stales, the Palestinians and Is-

rael as per the Madrid invitation

B. Componenis of Israel-Jordan

IJordah-itrarll Peace Negotiations

1. Searching for il^ps to arrive at

a tiaie of peace bai«<j on S«ount)

Council Resolutions 242 and 338 in all

Iheir aspects

2. Security

a. Refraining from actions or

acliviiies by eilner side that ma\
advemei) aflec: the security ofthf

other or ma\ prejudge the fina'

outcome of negntialion^

b Threat* to necurii) resulting:

from all kinds of terrorism

C. I Mutual commitment ni.i 1.

threaten ejcr. uiner d\ an\ u»e nf fnrct-

and not tc u«»- wrji^m. b\ imr il»^

aguins; tnr i.ihrr inriuilmp omve^
tionji and ni.r.i^.*- »eniM»nj' m^*-

desiruciHir «brai»'n«

II. Mutual commitment, as

a matter of priority and as soon as

possible, to work towards a Middle

East free from weapons of mas.s

destruction, conventional and non-

conventional weapons: this goal is to be

achieved in the context of a comprehen-

sive, lasting and stable peace

characterized by the renunciation of

the use of force, reconciliation and

openness

Note: The above (item c-lli may be

revised in accordance with relevant

agreements to be reached in the

Multilateral Working Croup on Arms
Control and Regional Security.

d. Mutually agreed upon security

arrangements and security confidence

building measures

3. Water

a. Securing the rightful water

shares of the two sides

b. Searching for ways to alleviate

water shortage

4. Refugees and Displaced Persons

Achieving an agreed just solution to

the bilateral aspects of the problem of

refugees and displaced persons in

BccorOjnce u itn international law

o

5. Borders an.i Termor.j' .\'.„::, -

Settlement of temtona. ma:;»—-

and agreed definitive delimitation an.:

demarcation of the inlernaiiona;

bou^da^^ between Israel and Joriia'

(Jordan-Israel) with reference to thr

boundary definition under the Man-

date, without prejudice to the status of

any territories that came under Israel.

Military Government control in 1%7
Both parties will respect and comply

with the above international boundary

6. Exploring the potentials of

future bilateral cooperation, within a

regional context where appropriate, in

the following-

a. Natural Resources

—Water, energy and environment

— Rifl Valley development

b. Human Resources

—Demography
— Labor

—Health
—Education

—Drug control

C. Infrastructure

—Transportation: land and air

—Communication

d. Economic areas including

tourism

7. Phasing the discussion, agree-

ment and implementation of the items

above including appropriate mecha-

nisms for negotiations in specific field>

8. Discussion on matters related to

both tracks to be decided upon in

common by the two tracks

C. It IS anticipated that the above

endeavor will ultimately, following the

attainment of mutually satisfactory

solutions to the elements of this

agenda, culminate in a peace treaty
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